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This report describes a Laser Doppler Velocimeter capable of 
measurlng all three components of veloc1ty simultaneously In low-speed 
flows. All the mean velocitles. Reynolds stresses, and higher-order 
products can then be evaluated. The approach followed is to Spllt 
one of the colors used 1n a 2-D system, thus creating a th1rd set of 
beams which lS then focused 1n the flow from an off-axls direct10n. 
The th1rd veloc1ty component lS computed from the known gopmetry of the 
systel1l. In th,S report. the laser opt1cal tlardware and the data 
acquis1tlon electronlcs are descrlbed in detail. In addition, full 
operat1ng procedures and llst1ngs of the software (written 1n BASIC 
and ASSEMBLY lar.guages) lre also included. Some tYP1cal measurements 
obta1ned w1th th1S system 1n a vortex/m1x1ng layer 1nteract1on are 
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1. IN'l'RODt7CTIOH 
Our ability to understand and model turbulent tlows still 
relies heavily on the availability ot accurate measurements 
ot mean and tluctuating q\1antities within the tlow. Until recently, 
the hot wire was the only reliable tool available tor the measurement 
ot tluctuating v&locities. In tact, almost allot our present 
knowledge about turbulent tlows is based on ~e,aurements made 
with hot wires. In relatively simple tlows (~oderately two-
dimensional with small cross-tlows), reliable and accurate hot 
wire measurements are now possible w1th ~ully automated data 
acquisition and reduction systems which mi~t~ize errors due 
to dritts in calibrations. An example ot such a system is given 
in Ret. 2. 
However, as we turn our attention towar~s more complex 
turbulent flOWS, a need tor more sophisticated measurement techniques 
has become apparent. These complex tlows include those with 
compressibility ettects, strong three-dimensionality (with steep 
mean gradients), tlow reversals, and time-dependent behavior. 
Since about the mid-sixties, the most popular alternative tool 
tor mea~uring mean and fluctuating velocities in turbulent tlows 
has been the Laoer Doppler Velocimeter (LDV). 
The moet popular LDV arrangement used tor wind tunnel measure-
ments is the dual beam or tringe method. In this method, one 
ot the laser lines is split into two lines ot equal intensity 
which are then tocused through a lens so that they cross over 
at the tocal point. The tlow is seeded with small particles 
(typically less than 3-4 pm in diameter) which tollow the tluid 
motion. As these particles pass through interferometric tringr~ 
cre~ted by the crossed laser beams, light is scattered ott them 
which is received by a photodetector. The trequency ot this 
scattered light, along with a knowledge ot the fringe pattern 
tormed by the las~r be~a, provide the means to calculate the 














the forward scatter, off-axis mode, generally offers the best 
siqnal-to-noise ratios and spatial resolution. 
Although LDV sys~ems are somewhat complex and tiresome 
to set up, they have certain advantages over hot wires for turbulence 
measurements. The fact that Laser Doppler Velocimetry is non-
intrusive is especially beneficial in the measurement of unstable 
flow phenomena which are very sensitive to the presence of measure-
ment probes. In certain situations, LDV systems can also provide 
greater spatial resolution and better directional descrim~.nation 
than hot wires. This makes it possible to use LDV syste~s tor 
the measurement ot separated flows. Since an LDV measures the 
velocity directly, independent of the thermodynamic properties 
of the flow, it is particularly attractive for velocity measurements 
in compressible flows. Furthermore, the calibration converting 
the frequency to velocity is linear and easy to implement in 
softWare. ThiR :~ature also allows for uniform sensitivity 
in measuring both moderate and high turbulence intensities • 
Two-color LDV systems capable of measuring two components 
of velccity simultaneously are now being widely used. However, 
the main interest in the present investigation was to study 
three-dimensional interactions where it is desirable to obtain 
measure~ents of all three velocities. Hence, the first objective 
was to develop a laser velocimeter system capable of measuring 
all th~ee components of velocity simultaneously so that all 
six components ot Reynolds stress may be computed. Another 
objective was to compare these LDV measurements directly with 
those obtained with hot wires in flow tields where both techniqes 
are expected to perform s~tisfactorily. The purpose ot this 
is to evnluate the performance of the system quantitatively 
and objectively. 
The approach followed in the present investigation was 
to convert an existing two-component LDV system into one capable-
ot weasurinq all three components of velocity simultaneously. 
The system utilizes tvo wavelenqths (488.0 and 514.5 nm) trom 
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u and v directly. The greer. line in the four-beam matrix is 
split (in half) using a dichroic filter and directed over the 
top of the traverse mechanism with mirrors, giving the third 
beam pair for the measurement of the w-component. This pair 
ot beams (with rotat6d polarization) measures w sin 45°+ v cos 4~ 
Scattered light is collected in the off-axis forward scatter 
mode using two collection lenses. 
Signal processing is accomplished with sinqle-particle 
burst counters, and the validated data are multiplexed through 
a "home-built" interface to an HP 9845B desk-top computer. 
Some selected first and second order products are reduced on-line, 
and tHe raw data is dumped onto floppy disk. An otf-line program 
reduce. the data, qivinq up to third order quantities and also 
plot. histoqrams of the raw data for each channel. The software 
includes the capability to filter out noise by examininq the 
histograms. 
The optical and siqnal processinq hardware is described 
in Section 2. The data acquisition and reduction SOftware is 
described in Sectiol' J and detailed operating procedures are 
given in section 4. Some problems, inherent to 3-component 
LOV systems, are presen~ad in section 5. Sample results from 
an experiment measuring mean and turbulence quantities in a 
vortex/mixing layer interaction are compared directly to resvlts 
obtained using crossed hot-wire anemometry in section 6, and 
concludinq remarks are presented in the fina~ section. Complete 
software listings written in BASIC and ASSEMBLY languages to 
run on the HP 9845B desk-top computer are included in the appendix. 
2. OPTICAL SYSTEM AND SIGNAL PROCESSING HARDWARE 
The hardware for tho 3-component LeV system can be divided 
into three categories: the optical system, the signal pro~~ssing 
instrumentation, and the computer. The LOV optics consist o! 
the optics tabla, where the laser beam is split into green and 
blue beam pairs, the transmitting optics, where the beams are 
3 
directed into the tlow field, and the recuivinq optics, where 
the scattered liqht is picked up by photc,!'\etectors. The siqnal 
processinq instrumentation consists ot 
burst counters and a computer interface. 
are all computer controlled. 
2.1 Optics Tabla 
~plitiers, filters, 
. samplinq procedures 
The optics table consists of the laser and all the optical 
elements needed to provide the necessary four-beam matrix. 
Fiq. 1 shows a schematic ot the arranqement with co~ponent numbers 
as referred to in this section. A 4-watt Arqon-Ion laser (Lexel 
Model 95) is used to produce the main beam. The beam then p~sses 
throuqh a collimator ell, which ensures that the beam waist 
occurs at the focal point ot the transmittinq lens. 
The collimated beam is passed throuqh a color separator 
box, which consists of a polarization rotator (2), an attenuator 
(3), and a pair of hiqh dispersion Brewster anqle prisms (4) 
which are used to separate the multi-line beam into t~o colors, 
blue (488 nm) and qreen (514.5 nm). These two beams are then 
reflected across the box by mirror (5), and out of the box by 
mirrors (6, 7). 
Followinq the color separatio.l, the qreen beam's polarity 
------
is rotated to horizontal (8), and the beam is split into two 
beams in the vertical plane (9). Most beam splitters prefer 
this type ot perpendicular polarization for maximum efficiency. 
Usinq the beam displacer (10), the blue beam is then moved to 
the center ot the optics, and its polarity is rotated to vertical 
(11). The blue beams are split in the horizontal plane (12). 
At this point, the four beams are each displaced 25 mm from 
the optical axis. 
Two Braqq cells (13, 14) are used to shitt the frequency 
of one beam from each pair. The unshifted beam passes through 
an optical rod so tnc:t the path lenqths are matched. The frequency 










a movinq system ot trinqes at the beam intersection point, allowinq 
tor directional discrimination ot the velocity. Frequency shittinq 
also helps to reduce the percentaqe ot trequency chanqe in hiqhly 
turbulent tlow, to reduce trinqe bias, and to opti~ize frequency, 
thus enablinq easy removal ot the pedestal by hiqh pass !ilterinq. 
The tour beams are then passed throuqh a beam stoerinq 
module (15). The module consists ot a set of wedqe prisms that 
can be independently rotated about the beaM axis to steer the 
shifted beam in any direction. This allows a more 'precise aliqnment 
ot the beams. The beams are tinally passed throuqh a bGam displacer 
(16) to reduce the beam spacinq to 13 mm and a rotating prism 
(17) betore leavinq the optics table. The rotatinq prism enables 
the four-beam matrix to be rotated independently so th~t the 
beams may be aliqned relative to the tunnel axes. 
2.2 Transmittinq optics 
The transmittinq optics (Fiq. 2) are mounted on a traversinq 
mechanism with three deqraes of treedom. The traverses are 
driven by individual stepper motors. The tour beams tro2 the 
optics table are directed by a set of five mirrors throuqh a 
dichroic filter betore beinq tocused by a 380 mm (15 inch) tocal 
lenqth lens. This main tour-beam matrix measures u and v directly. 
The dichroic tilter, set at an anqle ot about 30 deqrees to 
the incominq beams, splits the qreen beams in halt, which provides 
the third beam pair tor the third velocity component, w. This 
third beam pair is directed over the top by mirrors, passed 
throuqh a polarization rotator (qivinq it a ditferent polarity 
than the main-axis qreen beam pair) and then tocuced at the 
toc~l point ot the main beam S6t. Since this third beam pair 
intersects the main measurinq voluma at a 45° anqle to ~~s main 
axis, it measures v and w with equal sensitivity, with the measured 
component beinq Wv - (v cos 45° + w sin 45°). Since v is measured 
























'Jiv - v ccs 4So 
w - sin 4~ (1) 
Typical p~obe volume di~en~ions for each beam pair in the 
present confi~ration are 10 mm in length and 0.2 mm in diameter 
(Fig. 3). However, the actual "viewed" dimensions are reduced 
considerably, as discussed below, in Section 2.3. 
2.3 Recei~ing Optics 
The detector system (Fig. 4) is in the off-axis forNard 
scatter mode. The receiving optics are mounted on a traversing 
gear, also run by steppe~ motors, which moves synchronously 
with the transmitting optics. Scattered liqh~ is collected 
by two 380 mm (15 inch) focal length lenses. The collimated 
light is passed through filters to separate the colors and the 
off-axis line is additionally passed through a polarization 
filter to avoid collecting light scattered by the main axis 
green pair. The ccllocted light is then focused by 250 mm (10 
inch) focal length lenses onto pin-hole apertures mo~nted in 
front of the three photomultipler tubes. The collection angle 
and diameter can be adju3te~ to select the effective (Viewed) 
probe length (Fig. 5). In the presen~ set-up, a collection 
angle of 30 degrees and an aperture diameter of 0.5 mm were 
used to give an effective length of a~out 1.5 Mm. 
2.4 Signal Processing Hardware 
The signals from the photomultiplier tubes are amplified 
and relayed to the signal processors via high-pass filters and 
mixers (Fig. 6). The amplifie=s used are EIN model 403LA with 
a fixed gain of 37 dB and the filters are Allen Avionics F2440 
with a fixed hiqh-pass cutoff of 10 MHz. The filtered signals 
are mixed electronically with sine waves ~rom three Tektronix 
SG503 T~velled Sine Wave Generators. The mixer is commercially 




is necessary for low-spee~ flows, where the actual Doppler tte-
quencies are small compared to the Braqq frequency of 40 MHz. 
So in order to reduce the affective measured frequency and hence 
improve th~ counter resolution, the incominq siqnals are mixed 
with sine waves of known frequency. 
The mixed siqnal is fad into sinqla particle burst counters 
(Macrodyne mode~ 2096-2 and 3003) via hiqh-pass/low-pass filters 
and an amplifier (xlO). The counters measure the zero crossinqs 
ot tha Doppler siqnal, which is related to the Doppler frequency 
by the ranqe set on the Macrodyne. The ranqe is sat ~anually 
based on expected flow velocities, since it limits the frequencies 
that tha processor can see for the qiven 10 bits of resolution. 
The processors use two checks to validate a Doppler siqnal. 
The first check is the usual 5/8 comparison, where the processor 
checks the fre~~ency for 5 zoro crossinqs aqainst that for 8 
crossinqs. The second check is the multi-sequence check. Positive 
and neqative thresholds are set on the siqnal, and a validated 
output is permitted only it, tor all eiqht trinqe crossinqs, 
the signal passes throuqh a positive threshold, a zero level, 
and a neqative threshold in the proper sequence. The diqital 
data (consistin~ of 4 10 bit ~ata word with 3 bits qivinq the 
ranqe) and a sync pulse (produced every time the tront end of 
a valid burst is detected) are passed to the computer interface. 
2.5 computer Interface 
A NASA LDV-A/D ccmputer interface (CI) is used to transfer 
data from the LDV siqnal processor to the computer (Fiq. 7). 
The CI can inte~face either diqital or mixed analog and diqit~l 
data to an HP 9845B desk-top computer. The e! consists ot an 
eiqht-channel multiplexer, a four-channel AID conv erte4, and 
an event synchronizer W\th time interval count~r. 
Fo~ use vith the LDV, toe inputs to the CI are all diqital. 
Six of the eiq~t words come from the processor, and two are 
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multiplexed to a sinqle diqital data channel output. 
The CI can accept data from the three procossors in either 
random mode or sync mode. In random mode, th~ CI will accr.pt 
data inp~~s when an event OC~lrs on any of the thrae channels. 
A dead time (between 5 and 50 ~3) is set in th~s ~ode, which 
controls ~he minimum time between ~amplos to ensure that a qiven 
particle is sampled anly onco. In sync mode, the CI will ac~ept 
data inputs when all three processors sample simultaneous event~. 
In this mode, a coinciaence ti~e (between 5 and 50 ps) has to 
be set, which determines tha time window within which all three 
events must occur. A detailed description of the CI can be 
found in Ref. 5. 
2.6 HP 9845B Desk-top Computer 
J"Iultiplexed data are passed to the HP computer from the 
NASA ~OV-A/O usinq the HP 98032A hiqh-speed l6-bit parallel 
interface. Jumpers labeled "9,B,0" are connected inside the 
98032A for proper opa~ation with the LOV-A/O. A select code 
of 10 (screw settinq on the 98032A) is set lor us~ with the 
software described in tha appendix. A data buffer of 24 kbytes 
is provided in the memory of the HP 9845B desk-top computer 
for storaqe of up to 2000 samples obtained from one measure~ent 
location. Since three o~ the six data words passed for each 
sample are merely monitored and discarded as described above, 
12 kbytes of raw data r~ain to be stored for each point. An 
HP 9895A floppy-dis~ drive is used for archival storaqe of raw 
data. The buffered data are written in real time to a sequent_al-
access floppy-disk rile. Enouqh header inf.ormation is written 
to each filg to identify the run, and to reproduce calibration 
tables. 
3. DM.A ACQOISITION AND REDOCTION SOFTWARE 
Data a~~isition and reduction on the HP 9845B is done via 
8 
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two programs. The data acquisition proqram c~ntrol~ the processor 
sampling. The program accepts heading clr.d initialization pi\rallleters 
provided by the operator, pel'torms a tast I/O handshake to a('quire 
tha raw data trom th~ LDV-A/D compu~er interface, and wri~es 
the raw data ~nd illttializatj on parametQrs onto tloppy-.!isk. 
In addition, the data ~cquisi~ion pr~gra~ has ~ limited capability 
tor on-line data reduction S~ th~t key results may be monitored 
:!uring :!. run. The ott-l b.e data r.lduction pl'ogram converts 
the raw data ir.to ins~antwneous velo~ities and computes al' 
the statjstical quantitjes. The otf-line proqram also has ~ptions 
to plot hi5tog~ams ot the raw dat~, to pl~t profiles ot the 
reduced data, and to fil~er out noise. 
3.1 Data Acquis;tion Pro;ram 
The data acquisiti~ ~roqram structure can ~Q divided inco 
tour areas: (1) initia1izati~n ot variabldS, (2) data a=qu~s~tion, 
(3) lini_ed ~ata reduction, and (4) raw data storaqe .S~6 tha 
block diagram in Fig. 8). During the initializ~tion s~u~e of 
the program, =elevan~ ~e~t parameters are in~ut to ~e saved 
along with the data. ~l~as~ parameters include the spatial coord-
inates, Brag~ and mixing trequencies, and angla ot the thire 
bea.1!l pair. Frirl:j8 spa"ings and probe dimensions are alse calcu-
lated at this tima. 
Data is acquiled t~om the LDV ~omputer interfa~e by meanp 
o! a fast I/O ilandshake. The operator requests tnat a certain 
number ot data samplas be tay.Eln and stored in the data l:.'lffel 
as des~ribed in section 2.6. The 16-bit data words are pu~ 
into an integer array, three words wide, containlng values to~ 
~he three veloclty components The n~mber acqui=ed from ~ha 
counter occup!.es only bits 0-: o! tt~e data ~'ord. B.lts 10-13 
sPQcify the range, and bits 14 and 15 ~re unused. The data 
array, along with the initializaticn parameters given by the 
operator, are stored in a floppy-cisy. tila. An an ""tior some 
of the data ca., be reduc(d em-line, t"3fore tue rr:.v/ du.t6. is WL .. t-cen 
9 
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to tloppy··disk.. This on-line reduction teature uses the same 
algorithms as the oft-linft data reduction program, but is tast~r 
since it ~oll\putes fewer qnanti ti tes. Data acquisition tim:.ss 
depend on many factors other than the software, but on-lino 
data reduction takas about 30 seconds per point on the SP 9845B, 
and each file write to the floppy-d\sk requires about 20 seconds, 
assuming 2000 sample. are taken ~.r point. 
3.2 Data Reduction proqram 
A separate off-line program is used to raduce the compl~t. 
data. The data reduction program has tour major sections: 
(1) data read from floppy-disk, (2) conver~icn ot raw data to 
instantaneous velocities, (3) calculatio~ ot Sum3 of instantaneous 
velocity components, and (4) calculation ot moments from the 
sums (see the block diagram in Fig. 9). ~ince the HP 9845B 
is a relatively slow micr~-computer, the bulk of the c~lculat50n 
routines are written in ~SSEMeLY lanquage to reduce computation 
time. 
The program reads the initi~lization parameters and raw 
dsta which were written on floppy-disk by the data acquisition 
progrcom. The raw data is used together with the mixing frequencies, 
Bragg shift frequ-"!lCY, third beam crossing angle, and frinqe 
spacings to calculate the thr3e velocity components for each 
sample. The velocities for each sample are calculated in turn, 
and a running sum is maintained. Atter the samples have been 
summed, the average values of the various moments are computed, 
and the mean velocities and turbulence quantities are calculated 
trom them. Reading from the tloFPy-disk takes about 20 seconds, 
while the data reduction including histogram plots requires 
~boue 90 seconds per point ~n the HP 9845B. 
The procedure tor data reduction is tairly straight!orJard. 
The raw data is converted to frequencies using the range 3et 




where 0 • raw data. 
The velocities are then calculated trom the resultant trequen-
cia8, by the relation: 
velocity • dt * «tbraqq- tmix)~ t res ) (3) 
Once the velocitios have been evaluated, averaqe values at the 
various moments are computed as detined below: 
Su - S<u(i» / Ns 
SV • s<v(i» / Ns 
sw • S~"'(i» / Ns 
suu • s<u(i)u(i» / Ns 
suv • S<u(i)v(i» / Ns 
suw • S<u(i)w(i» / Ns 
svv • s<v(i)v(i» / Ns 
Svw • s<v(i)w(i)~ / Ns (4) 
Sww • S<w(i)w(i» / Ns 
SUllV • s<u(i)u(i)v(i» / Ns 
Suuw • S<u(i)u(i)w(i» / Ns 
Suvv • s<u(i)v(i)v(i» / Ns 
Suww • s<u(i)w(i)w(i» / Ns 
Suvw • S<u~i)v(i)w(i» / Ns 
Usinq these detinitions, the siqnal statistics are then calculated 
assuminq nearly intinite sample size: 
u • Su 
v • SV 
w - sw 
u,2 _ ~'uu - SUSU 










Sww - SwSw 
u'v' 
-
Suv - SuSv 
\i'iW'i' 
-
Suw - SUSw 
yeW' 
-





2SuSuv - svsuu + 2SvSuSu 
U,2w' 
-
Suuw - ~SuSuw - SWSuu + 2SwSuSu 
U'V,2 
-
Suvv - 2SvSuv - SuSVV + 2SuSvSv 
U'V,2 
-
Suww - 2SwSuw - SuSw'V + 2SuSwSw 
u'v'w' 
-
suvw - SuSvw - SVSuw - SwSuv + 2SuSvSw 
The implementation of the data reduction software is somewhat 
more complex. In order to achieve reasonable runninq times, 
the ASSEMBLY code is optimized for speed rather than clarity 
of operation. Operations which do not cr.anqe between samples 
arc performed only once. Thus, 
ve~~city - df * «fbragq - fmix) - f res} * 106 (6) 
becomes 
(7) 
hence, velocity - (8) 
Additional calcylations are required to obtain the w component 
velocity. Since the third set of beams measures Wv - w sin 45° 
+ v cos 45°, to find v, we must also perform the calculation: 
v - (wv - v cos 45°) / sin 45°. (9) 
The raw data output of the digitizer is in the form of 
a 10 bit data word, giving a range of possible values (counts) 
from 0 to 1023. Since 2000 samples are normally taken fot each 
point, a given value may be encountered many times. Accordingly, 
each time a new value of the raw data is encountered, the cor-
responding velocity is calculated and stored in a look-up table. 
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proper v.locity ca4 be easily looked up, eliminating the need 
for another time-eonsuming real variable calculation. The exact 
running procedure of the data reduetion program therefore, is 
as follows: 
1. Reads header and all raw data tor a particular point trom 
floppy disk. 
2. Strips bits 10-13 from -ehre •• "aw data words corresponding 
to the thr •• ditfe~ent velocity eomponents, and uses them t.o 
calculate the three ranges set on the A/D. 
3. Calculates various intermediate values which rama~"n the 
sam. throughout the point. 
4. Reads a data word, strips off bits 0-9, and uses this raw 
datum as an index to look up its corresponding velocity. 
5. If it is a new value, the program calculatos the velocity 
using the raw datum, and stores it in the appropriate ~lace 
in the look-up table. 
6. For the w velocity component, it finds the actual velocity 
from w - (wv - v cos 45°) / sin 45~. 
7. Performs steps 4, 5, L~d 6 three times--once for each velocity 
component of the sam~le. 
8. Updates the running sums of the velocity components and 
products ot tho velocity components. 
9. Performs steps 4 through 8 for all samples. 
10. Uses the sums to obtain the average velocities, Reynolds 










11 ~lots histograms of the raw data for all three channels. 
12. Performs steps 1 through 11 for each profile point. 
13. Plots profiles of the reduced data. 
14. Tabu~ates normalized data profiles. 
15. writes a summary file containing the reduced data to disk. 
The data reduction program also "has a routine to filter 
noise a~d spurious data. Each of the 2000 data samples has 
3 counts corresponding to the 3 velocities associated with it. 
The filtering routine causes the data reduction program to ignore 
samples associated with counts which are excessively far from 
the mean. 
The filtering routine first sorts the data into three frequency 
tables, one for each channel. In a t~ble, each count, i, has 
associated with it a number, 5i, which is ~~e number of samples 
with that particular count. 
The filtering routine finds the average count for aach 




1"1 i x 5ij 
Ns 
where j - 1,2,3 - channel number 
Cj - average count 
Ns - number of samples. 
(10) 
Next, the filtering routine finds the st~ndard deviation by 
performing the summation 
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where CYj - standard deviation. 
An input variable called Sdev is read by the tilterinq 
routine. All counts turther than Sdev standard deviations away 
trom the .ean will be tiltered out. This is done by multiplyinq 
Sdev by O"j tor each channel, and qoinq throuqh the trequency 
tables one more time. If the maqnitude ot (i - Cj) > Sdev * CYj, 
then Si.j is set equal to zero • 
The routine which calculates the statistical quantities 
takes each sample one at a time. The three counts associated 
with each sample are tound and looked up in the trequency tab19. 
It tor any count the table entry (Sij) is zero, then the sample 
is discarded. Thus any sample wnich is excessively tar trom 
the mean in any·on.·ot its three counts is not used • 
.. • OPERl.1'INCJ lIROCEDURB 
4.1 Aliqnment Procedure 
To achieve the best possible beam crossinq and the most 
ettectiv£ measurinq volume, each module in the o~tics system 
must be caretully aliqned. Detailed aliqnment instructions 
tor individual optical componants are qiven in Ret. 3. The 
overall alignment procedure is deucribed in this report. Component 
numbers in this ~ection reter to those shown in Fiq. 1. 
The tirst step is to check that the laser output beam is 
parallel to the optics table at the specified height, using 
the system alignment blocks. The collimator (1) should be positioned 
so that the laser beam goes through the center of the lens, 
and tocused so that the beam waist occurs at the cross-over 
point. The aligned beam then passes through the polarization 
rotator (2) and into the color separator box. The attenuator 
(3) ensures that the beam h4S horizontal polarity at this point. 
Each co~por.ent ot the color separator must be aligned separ-
ately. Tho dispersion prism (4) should be aligned so that the 
path length is the same in both prisms and is parallel to the 
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base of each " .. "15m. Several beams emerqe from the prism, with 
the two briqb~.st ones being green (514.5 nm) and blue (488 
nm). The two beams are reflected out of the box using mirrors. 
The beams should be centered on mirrors (6) and (7). As the 
beams come out of the box, aliqnment blocks are used to check 
the beam positions. If both beams are off-axis in the same 
diraction, mirror (5) is used to aliqn them. If only one beam 
is off, the appropriate mirror, (6) or (7), is used for the 
adjustment. Beam splitter efficiency is maximized when the 
beam polarization is perpendicular to the plane of the split 
beams. This is achieved through components (8) and (11). The 
beam splitters (9) and (12) cannot split the beam intensity 
exactly in half, so one beam of each pair is always slightly 
brighter. Since the Bragg cells (13) and (14) normally attenuate 
the shifted beam, the brighte&t beam is frequency shifted so 
that the output beam pairs have nearly equal intensities. Detailed 
instructions for aliqning the Bragg cells are given in Ref. 4. 
After passing throuqh the Bra9~ cells, directional wedges are 
used to project the beams onto a distant surface ( .... 3 m). Any 
beam misaliqnments are more easily seen this way, and with the 
use of a marked mask, the beams can be adjusted to the correct 
orientation. Mirrors (6, 7) are used to adjust the unshifted 
beams, a:ld the beam steering modules (15) are used for rotating 
the shifted beams along two circular arcs. 
The next check is to ensure that the beams are parallel 
to each leg of the traverse mechanism on the transmitting optics 
table, so that beam alignment is maintained while traversing. 
The dichroic filter (Fig. 2) is adjusted so that the green beam 
pairs are split equally. Once the beams pass through the trans-
mitting optics, the four beams must be arranged so that they 
all cross at the same position. A microscope objective is used 
to view the beam crossing. If the four beams are not symmetric 
about the optical axis, mirrors (6) or (7) can be adjusted to 
correct this. The beam steering modules (15) are used to ensure 














third pair of beams ara now aliqned (by eye) so that they also 
cross at the same point as the main line beams. 
To aliqn the raceivinq optics, a piece of translucent tape 
is placed at the beam intersection poi~t to scatter the laser 
liqht. By trackinq the scattered liqht, the recGivinq optics 
are aliqned to qive a sharp imaqe at the pin-hole aperature 
in front ot the photomultiplier tubes. 
4.2 Siqnal Processinq 
The sensitivity of the photomultiplier (PM) tubes used 
in the receivinq optics can be varied by varyinq the appliod 
voltaqe. Typically, a voltaqa of about 1000 volts is applied. 
This voltaqe can be increased to make the PM tubes more sensitive, 
as lonq as the threshold levels on the processors are increased 
accordinqly, since the amount of noise picked up is also in-
creased • 
The measured siqnal is mixed electronically with the siqnal 
trom a sine wave qenerator. The frequency of the sine wave 
(the mixinq frequency) is chosen based on thG expected flow 
velocities. The mixinq frequency is chosen such that the difterence 
between it and the Braqq shift is about twice the maximum expected 
Doppler frequency. This allows enough marqin for fluctua~ions 
about the expected Doppler frequency and st ill have a rema~.ninq 
nonzero resultant frequency (f res - fbraqq - fmix - fdopp). 
If fmix is too hiqh, a biasinq results, similar to the i~inge 
biasing caused by stationary frinqes. The number of fringes 
crossed by a particle per second (as seen by the processor) 
is proportional to ~t(fbragg - fmix) , where ~t is the time taken 
by a particle to cross one fringe. Noting that. 6t is only determined 
by the fringe spacing and the flow speed, if fmix is increased, 
the number of fringes crossed by a particle ia effectively reduced. 
This means that signals trom particles whlch cross the fringes 
at an angle may not have enough fringe crossinys (8) to be validated, 
and hence a bias towards particles movir'g pe~endicularly to 
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the fringes (higher velocity) results. This gives a higher 
mean volocity but a lower fluctuation level. 
The amplitude of the sine wave must be chosen so that an 
adequate signal-to-noise ratio is maintained. Typically, a 
peak-to-peak amplitude of 1 volt is required. 
The mixed signal is then fed into single particle burst 
(Hacrodyne) processors. The high pass and low pass filter frequen-
cies are set so that the processor frequency is centered between 
the two. Usually the high pass filter is set. at 0.5 Mhz, which 
is the lowest non-zero setting, and the low pass filter is set 
anywhere from 2 to 16 Mhz, depending on the maqnitude ot the 
velocity component being measured. The tilter bandwidth should 
be broad enough so that no parts of the fluctuating siqnal are 
attenuated. 
The gain on the processor is normally set to 10. The output 
of the processors is displayed on an oscilloscope, and the Doppler 
signals should read about 1 volt peak-to-peak. The PM tube 
voltage can be adjusted so that the siqnal is at the desired 
level. Signal levels ot more than about 1 volt end up being 
clipped and will therefore not be validated by the processor. 
The comparator accuracy tor the 5/8 siqnal validation test 
can be set between 0 and 10 count variation. Tho 0 setting 
is the most accurate, and 11 is off. The processor manufacturer 
recommends that this level be usu~lly set to 9. 
The range on the processor sets the bandwidth of frequencies 
that the processor can see, according to Table 1. For each 
range, a particular trequency corresponds to a count, trom C 
to 1023. The processor frequency should be matched to a number 
in the central column in Table 1, and the corre~ponding range 
should be set on the Macrodyne processor. An additional check 
can be made on the range setting by monitoring the analog output 
trom the Macrodyne on a DC voltmeter. The output ranges from 
o to 10 volts, which corresponds to the counts trom 0 to 1023. 
The correct range setting is that which gives about 5 volts 










The threshold is then set tor the multi-sequence check. 
The threshold should be set so that the data rate is about halt 
ot the data rate at zero threshold. Another check is to block 
one beam in each color pair. The data rate on the correspondinq 
channel should be zero when ono beam is blocked. 
To obtain qood data rates in air, the tlow must be seeded 
with unitormly sized particles. Smoke, obtained trom burninq 
mineral oil or incense, provides particles ot approximately 
2 )ll!l. 
The computer intertace should be set up as shown in F'iq. 10. 
First choose the coincidence mode. It shear stresses are to 
be evaluated, coincidence on all 3 channels must be selected. 
The coincidence time (5 to 50 ~s) sets the window width durinq 
which coincidence is defined. This should be set at 5 ~s. 
It only the individual velocitios are desired, then the random 
mode can be selected. The dead time (5 to 50 ~s) should then 
be set so that data from one particle is not recorded twice. 
A settinq ot about 25 ~s is recommended tor low-speed flows. 
The number of words that must be multiplexed can be calculated 
as follows: 'words - #inputs + 2. This n":mer should be rounded 
to the nearest even number. In the present case a settinq of 
six is used. The event mode is set to LeV (diqital data only). 
The LDV-A/D switch enables both digital and analoq data to be 
interfuced simultaneously. The counter clock !requency is set 
to equ4l the approximate data rate, and the computer select 
is set to HP. 
5 • INHEREN'l' PROBLEMS 
Some desiqn problems inherent to 3-component LDV systems 
are discussed in this section. One main problem with some of 
the earlier desiqns which called for splittinq a color to create 
the third beam pair had to do with cross-talk. This i~ W.lere 
siqnals from the two channels bearinq the same color could not 
be adequately separated. In the oriqinal desiqn of the pre~ent 
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set-up, the polarization ot one ot the green beam pairs was 
rotated relative to the other, so that the receiving optics 
could distinguish betweAn the two signals. However, using a 
relatively large angle for tne off-axis beams (45°) and two 
separate collection lenses, cross-talk between the two green 
channels has been almost eliminated, thus making the polarization 
rotation dispensable. 
Some earlier designs of 3-ccmponent LDV systems measured 
the u + w velocity component with the off-axis third beam ~air. 
It is shown in Ref. 1 that measuring the v + w component i~9~ead, 
as done in the present system, reduces the uncertainty in the 
w component relative to the uncertainty in w from these earlier 
systems. 
Another proble3 has to do with signal coincidence. Details 
ot the probe volumes tor the present system are shown in Fig. 3. 
It is clearly illustrated how the cross-over region between 
the three sets of beams forms a very small fraction of the overall 
probe volume. Thus, with heavy seeding (necessary for three-channel 
work), the electronics may validate data received from different 
particles which are not necessarily in the cross-over region 
but are within the coincidence time window set on the interface. 
This results in a lack of correlation between the measured veloc-
ities, and causes the evaluated shear stresses to be inaccurate. 
Two schemes have been used in an attempt to minimize this problem. 
First, the coincidence time was made so short that measurements 
trom different particles may be considered instantaneous. The 
minimum setting of 5 ps available in the present hardware was 
used; this is equivalent to about half the flight time of a 
particle passing through the probe volume. ~he second procedure 
involved reducing the effective "viewed" probe length and thereby 
reducing the probability of this "apparent coincidence" (Fig. 5). 
A collection angle 9 of 30° and an aperture diameter of 0.5 mm 
were used to give an effective length of about 1.5 mm. 
20 
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,. SAMPLB RESULTS 
As an initial che'.:k on the accuracy ot the present system, 
some preliminary meas~~ements have been made in a vortex/mixing 
layer interaction, pr~viously investigated using the cross-wire 
technique (Ret. 6). Since the induced cross-tlow angles in 
this interaction are only 5°-100 , cross-wire measurements are 
expected to be accurate to within about 5%. A schematic ot 
the experimental set-up is shown in Figs. lla and b. LDV measure-
ments ot the secondary tlow velocities at one streamwise station 
(x - 229 mm) are presented and compared to the cross-wire measure-
ments in Figs. l2a and b. LDV and cross-wire measurements ot 
the turbulence quantities at one spanwise position (z - 13 mm) 
are compared in Fig. 13. 
The secondary tlow velocities are qualitatively similar, 
although the LDV measurements indicate a somewhat higher w. 
The normal intensity W'f'2 also seems slightly high. The higher 
w measurements are more likely caused by a slight misalignment 
ot the beams relative to the tunnel axis rather than by remnants 
ot the apparent coincidence problem (discussed above in section 5), 
since the latter would not atfect the w measurements. V'7 seems 
to agree very well whereas UiT is a bit low, and since u was 
a bit high, this was probably a ~esult of fringe biasing caused 
by too high a mixing frequency (as iiscussed above in section 4.2). 
(The mixing frequencies used for these measurements were 37.5 Mhz 
tor the u channel, and 38 MHz for the v and Wv channels.) However, 
the normal stress measurements agree to within 10%, and the 
shear stresses are consequently affected. u'v' is somewhat 
low (about 20%) whereas u'w' is low by almost a factor of two. 
The measurement of u'w' with the present system seems to be 
very sensitive. This is du~ to the fact the Wv • u is of the 
o 
same order as u • v cos 45 , so any small error in the measurement 
of these veloci~ies or the off-axis angle can result in large 
errors in u'w'. v'w' in vortex attected flows is generally 
of the same ordflr as u'w' and this seems to be the case with 
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the present measurements. with a cross-wire, v'w' has to be 
evaluated trom measurements m4de in four different planes about 
the probe axis, and hence was n~t measured here. The com~~risons 
clearly demonstrate the potential ot the system in measurinq 
detailed mean flow and turbulence quantities in three-dimensional 
tlows. Work is in proqress on optlmizinq the problems discu sed 
above so that the measurement accuraci~s may be improved. 
s. CONCLUDING RL~S 
A 3-component LDV system, capable of measurinq all three 
components of velocity simultaneously has been developed for 
use in low-speed three-dimensional tlows. All the six components 
of Reynolds shear stress and hiqher order products of interest 
can hence be ev~luated. The approach followed was to convert 
an existinq 2-component system by splittinq one of the colors 
to produce the third beam pair. The additional optical hardware 
required tor this process i~ relatively minor. 
For t~e first time, three-component measurements made with 
an LDV system have been co~pared directly with those cbtained 
with the cross-w~re technique, in a three-dimensional flow field 
where both techniques are expected to perform satisfactorily. 
The preliminary measurements are encouraqinq and work is in 





















SOF'l'~ARE FeR THE HP 9B"'5~ DESK->I.";P COMPtJTE!t 
Complete li~tinqs ot two proqramg wr!tten in BASI~ and 
ASS~MBLY lanquaqes are included in t1lis appendix: "LDV" tor 
.::lata acqui:ition, some on·llne :lata reduction, and storaqe of 
data on floppy disks; and "STAT" for complete off-line data 
reduction trom files written to disk. 
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REM PROCRAM LD~ 
PROCRAM TO ACQUIRE DATA FROM THREE-COMPONENT LDY SYSTEM 
-h. prograM ~~ks for Inltlali%~tlon data and calculat.s th. 
calibratIon c~nstants from th.m. It r.ads 3 chann.ls of raw 
LV data frOM ~h. LDV A~D CI and writ.s th.m to a dIsk f,l. 
tog_tn.r wIth th_ calIbratIon constants. Th. program can r.duc~ 
th. data and .jlsplay r.a\-tlm. histograms of th_ raw LV data 
I if deslr.d. 
OPTIOH BASE 1 
ICOM 16600 
IDELETE ALL 
IASSEMBLE FInd v_I 
IASSEMBLE Data-~r&ns 
I ASSEMBLE Draw -11 1St 
COM INTECER Datl(3,2000),Dl(20e0,o),Ns,Nn 'Dl IS data buff.r 
COM RERL Dfl,Dr~,Df3 
COM REAL Th.ta,Hub,Numlxl,Humlx2,Humlx3 
COM REAL Su,Sv, 3w,Suu,Svv,Sww,Suv,Suw,Svw 
DIM D&t.$[S0l,FI1.$C6l,Nam.$C4l,Tltl$Cael 
REAL Xpos,Ypos,Zpos,Pos(30,3) 











PRINT " ** « PROGRAM LDY 3-COMPONEHT VELOCITY DATA » ** " 
PRINT 
PRINl "PROGRAM STRUCTURE" 
PRIHT "1. INITIALIZE VARIABLES AND CALCULATE PAPAMETERS" 
PRINT • 2. ACQUIRE DATA FROM A,D" 
PRINT "3. WRITE TO FLOPPY ~ISC· 
PRINT 
I 
I ** CHECK HISTOGRAMS ** 
AnsS·"H" 
INPUT "DO YOU WISh TO LOOK AT HISTOGRAMS? (Y/N, DEFAULT N)",Ans$ 
IF A~s$-·Y" THEH COSUB Hlst 
I 
I ** IHITIALIZE RUN ** 
PRIHT • ** INITlALIZATION ** " 
Rur,-l 
PRINT» ENTER RUN PARAMETERS:" 
PRINT 
INPUT "Ent.r da~. and tlm~:",Dat~. 
IN~UT "Enter l-Lln~ Nam~ For Pro',1~ :",Tltl$ 
INPUT "No. of data sampl~s p~r pOInt (2000 maxm.) :",Hs 
I BEAM SPACING j IS FIXED 
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I REFERENCE VELOCITY SET TO ZERO 
U.·0 
I 











I BFAM DIAMETER Db IS FIXED 
Db·l.20~-3 
I 











I GET MORE RUN PARA~ETERS 
INPUT "Ent~~ B~l99 ~hlft f~~qu~ncy (MHz) :",Nub 
KIll 1.1-3 
INPIJT "Is thIS l two-ch&nn~1 o~ t.h~~~-channf:1 run (2/3, d~fa.ult 3) "",KII' 
IF KIll w-3 THFH GOTO 1110 




IN,'UT "Ent~~ 1111 C1ng 'r.qu.ncy (MHz, 3 nos. ·",Nun., d,Numlx2,Nullllx3 
INPUT "Ent.r 3rd b.a.m &n91. (d.9~s) :",Th.ta. 
INPUT "Ent~~ tunn.] ~.f.~.nc. volta.ge (volts)",Yr~f 
PRINTER IS 0 
I PRINT HEADER 
PRINT Titl. 
PRINT "TEST DATE AND TI~E :",Da.t..' 
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PRINT ·TOTA~ ANG~E BETWEEN BEAMS cn_grs) -",Ph2 
PRIHT "FRINGE SPACINGS (m) -·,Dfl,Df2,Df3 
PRINT "PROBE WIJTHS (M) -",Prwldl,Prwld2,Prwld3 
PRINT "PROBE LEHGTHS (m) -",Prl.nl,Prl~n2,Prl.n3 
PRINT "HO. OF FRIHGES • ",Hfrl,Nfr2,Nfr3 
PRINT "BRAGG SHIFT FREQUENCY (MHz) -",Nub 
PRINT "MIXING FREQUENCY (MHz) .",Nu~t~l,NuMix2.Humlx3 
PRINT "THIRD BE~M SET ANGLE (D.~rs) -".Th_:~ 
PRIHT "RUN NUMBER - ",Run 
PRINT "TUNHEL REFERENCE VOLTAGE (volts) -".Vr.f 
PRINTER IS 16 
Ans'-"N" 
INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO MAKE ANY CHANGES? (Y/N, DEFAULT H)",Ans' 
IF Ans'-"Y" THEH GOTO 549 
! 
! DATR ACQUISIrION 
! 
PRINT 
PRINT " ** DATA ACQUISITION ** " 
REDIM Data(3,NS) 
Ans'-"H" 
INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE FILE NAME? (Y/H, DEFAULT N)",Ans' 
IF Ans.-"H" THE!! GO TO 1490 
I HPUT "Ent.r 4-.:h c,;p t f I 1 .nam.: " , Ham •• 
PRINTER IS 0 
PRINT "4-dlglt ~Il.nam. for profil. :",Nam.' 
INPUT "Ent.r Dt ,If Numb.r :",Dn 
PRINT "Disk Numb.r ··,Dn 
PRINTER IS 16 
INPUT "Ent.r X, V, AHD Z locatlons:",Xpos,VPOS,ZpO$ 
TAKE DATA 
I 
PRINTER IS 0 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT "POINT NUMBER IN PROFILE: ",Run 
PRINT "X,Y,Z - ',Xpos,Ypos,Zpos 
PRINTER IS 16 
GOSI.JB Atod 
CALCULATE SAMPLE VELOCITIES 
AnsI-UN" 
INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO OBTAIN ESTIMATES OF U AND V ? (Y/N, DEFAULT N)U,An~' 
IF Ans.-UN" THEH GOTO 1720 
RAD 
ICALL Find v.l 
GO TO 2420 -
! WRITE CALIBRATION CONSTANTS AND DATA TO DISK 
GOSUB Df,1. 
Ansl·"V" 
INPUT "DO YOU WISH 10 TAKE ANOT~ER POINT? ,V/N, DEFAU~T V)",AnsS 
IF Ansl-"N" THEH GorO 182a 
Run-Run+l 
Ansl-"N" 
INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO CHAHGE ANY PARAMETERS' (Y.H, DEFAULT H)",Ans' 
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COT a 1410 
EHD 
/ 
I I I I I I IIII IIII I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I *********** EHD OF MAIH PROCRAM LDV ********************* 
I I I I I I I I!! I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Atod: ! Subroutin~ for input from the LDV-A/D CI 
! En~er rout,n. with Hs • no. samples 
DISP "Press COHT to lnltiate data acqulsitlon" 
PAUSE 
DISP "Acquiring Data" 
RESET 10 
COHTROL MASK 10;1 
WRITE 10 10, ': 0 
WRITE 10 10,:5:1 I start handshak. by s.ttlng CTL0 
Ht-6*Ns 




ENTER 10 WFHS Ht HOFORMAT:Dl<*) Ifast data acqulSulon 
WRITE 10 10. ': 9 
PRIHT 




I I I I I I I I! I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I II I I II 
Dfl1.: I writ. data fl1e to floppy dlSC 
PRINTER IS 16 
PRINT 
PRIHT "** DATA FILE WRITE TO FLOPPV DISK **" 
PRINT 
PRINT "At thlS pOlnt be sure there lS a floppy ln drlv, 0 of" 




INPU: "DO YOU WISH TO WRITE THESE DATA TO DISK? (V/H, DEFAULT V)",AnsS 
IF Ans'-"H" THEH COTO ~380 
F,1e.-Naae.&VALf(Run) 
wrltten to dlSk" DISP "File ":Fi leSi" belng 
MASS STORACE IS ":H8,0,0" 
CREATE Fl1e',lel 
I set floppy drlve <989!5A drlv~ 9) as def&~l~ 
I open f,le WIth 191 records 2!56 bytes each 
ASSICN Fl1e. TO II 







MAT PRINT 'l;Da~a 
PRINT "***** Fl I. wrlt~ completed *****" 
ASSIGN. TO 11 I clos. data fl1e 
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Uguess: I EstImate U-component or velocIty 
DISP "CALCULATIHG ESTIMATES OF U AND Y VELOCITIES" 













PRINTER IS 0 
PRINT "ESTIMATE OF QUANTITIES FROM SAMPLES :",N5 
PR I NT .. Ubar ." ,Ubar 
PRINT "Vbar ." ,'/bar 
PRINT "Wbar .... Wbar 
PRINT "Uprl2 .... UprI2 
PRINT "Ypri2 .... YprI2 
PRINT "Wprl2 .".WprI2 
FRINT "Uvbar .".Uvbar 
PRINT "Uwbar .".Uwbar 




ISOURCE I ThIS ~ubroutlne Conv4trts raw data counts Into InstAntaneous 
ISOURCE I velocitIes, then sums several dlrrerent products of th~ 
ISOURCE I velocity components. All Input and output data IS passed 
ISOURCE I throu1h the COMMON storage area. The In~uts are the raw 
ISOURCE I data arr~y (Arr~yd), the Bragg shl ft frequency (/'fub) , th~ 
ISOURCE I mlxln.~ frequencIes (Numlx1, Numlx2, Num x3), the frInge 
ISOURCE I spac:ngs (Df1, Df2, Df3), the crossIng angle of the thIrd 
ISOURCE I beam :Theta), and the number of samples In a data pOInt (Ns). 
ISOURCE I The outputs are the summatIons or varIous products or the 
ISOURCE veloc Ity compo,..ents, IncludIng U, Y, W, U*U, Y*Y. 101*14, U*Y, 


















































I Declare subroutInes stored 
I outSIde or the maIn program. 
I Declare COMmon varIables. 
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3010 ISOURCE N""xl _polr: REl. 
3020 ISOIJRCE Nil" x2_p .r: REl. 
3030 ISOURCE Hml x3_p.,..: REl. 
3049 ISOURCE SU_P&r: REl. 
30~0 ISOURCE Sv_par: REl. 
30G9 ISOURCE S,~. p&r: REl. 
39?9 ISOURCE Suu_P&r: REt. 
3089 ISOURCE Svv_P&r: REl. 
3999 ISOURCE Sww_p&r: REl. 
3199 ISOURCE Suv_P&r: REL 
3119 ISOURCE Suw_P&r: REt. 
3129 ISOURCE Svw_P&r: REt. 
3139 ISOURCE , 
3140 I SOURCE' Arrayd: SSS 39 R.s.rv. spac. for data array 
31~9 I &OURC, El.m.nto:f: EQU Arrayd+1G d.SCr-lptO,.. 
31G0 ISOURCE. A,.,.ay 1 : BSS 4096 I R.s.r-v. space fo,. lookup tabl.s used 
3170 ISOURCE p",,.ay2: SSS 4096 fo,. count to velOCity conversion. 
3180 ISOURCE A,.r-ay3: SSS 4096 
3199 ISOURCE Hs: ISS 1 I Reser-ve spac. for- var-Ious Input 
n99 I SOURCE Df 1 : BSS 4 I and output v&rlabl.s. 
3219 ISOURCE Df2: BSS 4 
'. l 3220 ISOURCE Dr3: ISS 4 3230 ISOURCE Theta: ISS 4 
I 3249 ISOURCE Hub: BSS 4 
I 32~9 ISOIJRCE I-IUIII 1 xl: ISS 4 3269 ISOU~C'E NUllllx2: ISS 4 
\ 
3270 ISOURCE HUlllX3: BSS 4 
3289 ISOURCE Su: BSS 4 
3290 ISOURCE Sv: BSS 4 
3309 ISOURCE Sw: BSS 4 
3319 ISOURCE SUU: SSS 4 I 3320 ISOURCE Svv: BSS 4 I 
3330 ISOURCE Sww: SSS 4 
3349 ISOURCE Suv: BSS 4 
3350 ISOURCE Suw: BSS 4 
3369 ISOURCE Svw: BSS 4 
3379 ISOURCE Count: BSS 1 I Count anrj [ a,.~ gen"ral pu"pOS. Index "'arl-
3380 ISOURCE I: BSS 1 abIes. Count IS usuallv 0, 1, or 2, to d~not( 
3390 ISOURCE Check: BS~ 1 wh.th.r- U,II, or W IS b.,n9 calculated. 
340" ISOURCE Int: BSS 1 I Int, Addr.ss, and Offset a,.e all 9·neral 
3419 ISOURCE Addr-.ss: BSS 1 I pur-pos. stor-age ar.as. 
3429 ISOURCE Offset : BSS 1 
3439 ISOURCE R 1: SSS 4 Rl, R2, and R3 a,.e the ~ount-to-
3440 ISOURCE R2: BSS 4 fr.quency conv.rslon facto,.s. 
3450 ISOURCE R3: BSS 4 
3460 ISOURCE Xva,. : SSS 4 I Xvar- and Yva,. a,.. genera.l pu,.pose r-.al 
3470 ISOURCE Yva.,.: SSS 4 I number storag_ ar.as. 
3480 ISOURCE U: BSS 4 I reserve spac", fo,. Insta.ntan.ous velOCIty 
3490 [SOURCE V: ES!: 4 I components. 
350fJ ISOURCE w: SSS 4 
3510 ISOURCE Uu: BSS 4 
3~20 ISOURCE UI,': BSS 4 
3~30 ISOURCE Cos: BSS 4 I Cos a.nd Sin ar. th. cosine and sine of Thet. 
3~40 ISOURCE S,n: BSS 4 
3~~0 ISOURCE Rad: DAT 5.729578El 
3~60 ISOURCE Mill: DAl 1. EG 
3570 ISOURCE One: DAT 1. 
358a ISOURCE Z.ro: DAT 0. 
3~90 ISOURCE I 
3600 ISOURCE SUB 
I 
I 


































































































































































Th. loop he~ded by eet freq IS repeated three tlm~s to get 
the c I)(,.mt -t o-frequenc y - c onvers Ion f ~c tors (wh I c h depend on 
the rlnge> for U, Y, and W. Whenever a loop IS controlled by 
the vlrlable "CCIJnt", the loop contains operations which ar. 




































































I G~t the first word of the column of 
I the data arr~y which cont~lns the 
I velOCity component for which we want 
I to get the range. 
I Mask and rotate to get the four 
I bits containing the range. 
I Subtract from 15 to get the 
I actual ra.nge. 
I Use the range to find the pOwer 
I of two needed for the dlvl$or. 




































































































































S1:& Oper 1 
LDA -Yva-; 



























STA Oper 1 
LDA -RAd-



















I real number. 
I DIvIde 3.2E4 by the approprIate 
power of two, uSIng BCD .ath. 
I Decide whet he,. to put the result 
I In R1, R2, or R3, dependIng on 
I Count. 
I How, f I naIl y, c all the ut i II t 101 to 
I perform the dIVISIon. 
I Increment And check Count so AS 
I to follow the loop th,.e. times. 
I Zero out the entl,.e count-to-
I v.loclty conversIon tAbl. so thAt 
I It must be recalculated for each 
I pOInt. <ThIS must be don. If the 
I mIxIng frequencIes 0,. ranges are 
I changed between counts.) 
I Set InItIal values of Su, Sv, 
Sw, Suu, etc. to zero. 
I Convert Theta from degrees to 
radIans uSln~ the ReI_math 
utIlity. 
I FInd the sIne and cosIne of 
Theta,and sto~e theM In the 

































































ISOURCE Th~ I. o~ J.fln.d by C.t_,nt c~lcul~t.s Interm.dl~t. v~lu.s 
!SOURCE us. a I' converting counts to v.locltl.s. Th.s. vah .. es ~r. th. 
ISOURCE I SLm. ~c~ all sampl.s In ~ pOInt, SO th.y can b9 calculat9d 
ISOURCE I s.par~t9Iy. Th. loop calculat.s (Hub-HumlxH) ~nd (MIII*DfH), 
































































































Th. loop B.gln IS p~"form.d thr •• tlm.s, once for U, Y, 
a.r\':l W. Each tIm. through the d~ta arra~' IS read, a coun" (~ 
,.aw dltum) IS taken from It. and IS converted Into a velOCIty. 
The v~loclty is stored In U, Y, or W dependIng on wheth.r 
thIS IS th. fIrst, second, or thIrd 1\erUlon of the loop. The 
flr!'.t tlml any partIcular C(Junt IS encountered, th9 v.loclty 
corre'pondlng ~o It IS calculated uSIng the Intermedlat9 values 
found In Get Int, a.nd th. velOCIty IS stored In a t,able. If that 
count IS found agaIn In the data arr~y, "he correspondIng vel-














ISOURCE BegIn: l DR Count 














I FIgure out whIch element of t~e 
I data. array we want to pIck up. 
























































































































































STA Oper 1 
LDA -Yv~ 
STA Result 









JSM R, I_math 
LDA -Humlx1 
ADA Offs.t 













STA 01'." 1 
LDA RuuTt 
33 
St~ip off the fIrst SIX 
bIts of th. raw dAta word. 
, S •• If Count • Ch.ck. 
If tru., us. th. strlpp.d data 
word as an ,nd.x. If not, us. 
1024 minus th. datA word. 
, Stor. th. ~ount w. hav. gott.n. 
, How, use Count to fInd out 
which lookup tabl. array 
, w. want to us., and us. the 
count we got from th. data arrAY 
to find .xActly wh.~. in the tabl. 
w. want to go. 
, If that tabl •• ntry is %.ro, 
cal cuI At. a velOCIty for it. 
, Dlvid. the ra.nge we found 
e&r
'
,.r by th. count to get a 
rr.qu.ncy. 
, If w. Ar. calculatIng U, rev.r.e 
th. SIgn or «Nub-HumlxH)-Frequ.ncyH\ 
so as to reverse th. sIgn or U. 
, Lea.ve V a.nd W alone. 






















































































































































I ~nd store In ~ pl~ce In the 
l~okup table correspondIng t~ 
the dat~ count. 
I How transf~r th~ v~loclty from 
the lookup table to U, V, or W, 
I ~s ~pproprlate. 
I Have U,Y, and Wall 
I been calculated? 
I If not, go back ag&ln. 
ISOURCE I How w~ con~ert th~ w we h~v~ obtaln~d (whIch IS measured ~t 
ISOURCE an ~n,~le Theta to the V-axI s) to th~ W w~ want <Whl ch shoul d 
I SOURCE be me lSure<1 at an an91 e of 90 degreJ$ tot he \/- aM 15). 
































































































6610 ISOURCE STA Oper_2 
6629 ISOURCE LDA -w 
6639 Isr/URCE STA Result 
6649 ISIJURCE LDA -2 
66~6 ISOURCE LDB -1471~~B 
6669 I:50URCE JSM ReI Math 
-6679 ISOIJRCE 
6690 ISO\JftCE How t lke runnlng SUMS of U, V, W, and several produc·s 
6690 ISOURCE I of th~se velocitles. The sums are t&ken using the utillty 
6790 ISOURCE I 
6710 ISOURCE I 
6720 ISOURCE I 
6730 ISOURCE 
6740 ISOURCE 













































n99 ISOURCe. I 
-I'·. • 
"Rdd" • Th~ sums are calculat.d in an unusual sequenc. in 
ord.r to r.duc. th. nUMb.r of st.ps ne.d.d to calculate 
theM. Program steps which produce SUMS net conslder.d 
n.c.s~ary h.v. be.n includ.d, but th.se st~ps 41". preceded 







































-Su I Find Su-Su+U 
-u 
Add 








-Suu I Find Su-Su+(~*U) 
Result 
Add 
-Sv , Find Sv-Sv·v 
-.., 
Add 








-Suv I Find Suv-Suv+(U*V) 
Result 
Add 













---'0;- -'" •• 
I -»_~~ 
7210 ISOURCE l.DA -Sw I Ffnd Sw-Sw+W 
7220 ISOURCE l.DB 
-'" 7230 ISOURCE JSM Add 
7249 ISOURCE I 
7250 ISOURCE l.DA :aU I Flna U*W 
72613 ISOURCE STA O,.,e,._1 
72713 ISOURCE l.DA "Xv.,. 
7280 ISOURCE STA Result 
72913 ISOUIotCE I.DA -2 
73013 ISOURCE l.DB -147037B 
,319 ISOURCE JSM R.l _1II.th 
7320 ISOURCE I 
73313 ISOURCE I.DA -Suw I FInd Suw-Suw+(U*W) 
73413 ISOURCE I.DB Result 
73513 ISOURCE JS"I A.Jd 
7360 ISOURCE I 
7370 ISOURCE l.DA -101 I FInd v*w 
7389 ISOURCE ST.:! O,.,e,._1 
73913 ISOURCE l.DA 
-" 7499 :SOURCE STR 0,.,e,._2 
i 7410 ISOURCE LDA -Xva,. 
• I 7429 ISOURCE STA Result 
_ 1 7439 ISOURCE LDA -2 
I ~\ 74413 ISOURCE LDB "147037B 7459 ISOURCE JSM ReI -math 
I 7469 ISOURCe: I 
74713 I~OURCE LDA -Svw I FI nd SVW-SV\I+(V*W) 
- , 
I 7480 ISOURCE LDB Result I 
74913 ISOJRCE JSM Add 
75130 ISOURCE I 
7519 ISOURCE LDA -101 I FInd W*1o: 
7520 ISjURCE STA 0,.,e,._1 
7:5313 ISOURCE STA 010*,._2 
7549 ISOURCE LDR -Xvar 
75513 ISOURCE STA Result 
7560 ISOURCE LDA -2 
7579 ISCURCE l !lB -147037B 
7580 ISOURC~ !3M Rltl m~th 
-. 7590 ISOURCE I 
7609 ISCURCF .Dr. ""! .... w I FI~d Sww-Sww+(W*W) 
76113 ISOURCE LOB R~sult 
7620 ISOllRCE JSM Add 
7630 ISOURCE I 
7640 ISOURCE DSZ I ~O,) ... t nu~ to calculate running 
7650 ISOURCE JMP BegIn I 1;.4. .•• :A:. .... nt 1 ~ out 0(' samflle3. 
76613 ISOURCE 
7679 ISOURCE PI ace the ('Inlshed SU',S I ,l the t:OMMOH reg,on so that 
7689 ISOURCE I th. BASIC program has access to them, and then retur"l to 
7699 ISOURCE I tht' BI~SI C pr09ram. 
7?Oe ISOURCE I 
77la ISOURCE l.DA -Su 
77'.0 ISOURCE LDB -Su_par 
7739 ISOURCE JSM Put value 
7f4e !SOURCE LDA -Sv 
7759 ISOURCE LDB =Sv_par 
7769 ISOURCE JSM Put value 
-77713 ISOURCE LDA -Sw 
7780 ISOURCE LDB -Sw_"ar 
7790 ISOURCE JSM Put value 
7890 ISOURCE LDA ·SUY 
36 
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.1 7810 ISOURCE LDa .. Suu_par 
" 7820 ISOURCE JSM Put valu~ , 
~ 7830 ISOURCE LDA -Svv 
7840 ISOURCE LDB -Svv_par 
78S0 ISOURCE JSM Put valu~ 
.; 7860 ISOURCE LDA aSww 
7870 ISOURCE LDB aSww_par 
~ 7880 ISOURCE JSM Put valu~ 
r 7890 ISOURCE LDA -Suv 
if 7909 lS0URCE LDB aSuv_par 
f ~ 7910 ISOURCE JSM Put valu~ 7920 ISOURCE LDA -Suw 
r' , 
7939 ISOURCE LDB -Suw_pa,. 
7949 ISOURCE JSM Put valu~ 
79~9 ISOURCE LDA aSvw 
7969 ISOURCE LDB =Svw_p.:a.r I 
7979 ISOURCE JSM Put valu~ 
-7980 ISOURCE RET 1 
7990 ISOURCE 
0- 8000 ISOURCE The u~l11ty "Add" IS used to add up th~ running sums. 
• 8013 H~'lURCE I t. 
.- 8020 ISOU"CF. Add: ISZ Utlcount 
• 8030 IesOURCE STA Oper_ 1 
" ~. 8940 ISOURCE STB Oper_2 
t; 80~0 ISOURCE STA Result 8060 ISOURCE LDA --z 8970 ISOURCE LDB -146721B 8080 ISOllRCE JSM R~l math ~, DSZ Utlcount I 8099 ISOURCE 
8100 ISOURCE RET 1 
8110 ISOURCE JSM utlend 
t I 8120 ISOU~CE I 
1 8130 ISOURCE L1T 200 ~ 8140 ISOUF<CE END Find_vel 
• t 81~0 ISOURCE I 
1 a.60 ISOUF\CE flAM Data_t rlns 
8170 ISOURC£ I 
r 8180 ISOUR:E I S'..IbrolJt I ne to trans"~r raw data from Input array 
[' 8190 ISOURCE I to st.)rage array. 
I 8200 ISOURr.E I 
8210 ISOUFCE EXT G~t 'nro I Dec I ar~ ~Ubl.,utlnes :Stored 
-82Z2 ISOURC£ EXT Get 
-
valu~ I outside ot' the mal n program. 
8.z3,~ ISOURCE ~XT ret fllelll~nt 
.-8240 ISOURCE EXT "ut element 
--82~0 ISOURCE I 
8260 ISOURCE COM 
8270 ISOURCE Data_pal': INT (*) I D~clare common variables. 
82E0 ISOURCE Dl _par: INT (*) 
r 82~/O ISOURCE Hs_par: INT 
! 8300 ISOUR~E I 8310 ISOURCE Arrayd: BSS 39 
" 
8320 ISOURCE El ement.j: £QU Arrayd+16 
I 8330 ISOURCE Array 1: BSS 39 
l7- 8:?~f3 ISOURCE Elementl: EQU Arrayl+16 83'50 ISOURCE Ns: BSS 1 ~ 8"00 ISOURCE CountI: BSS 1 .-
~:.: £:1_70 ISOURCE Count2: BSS 1 8380 ISOURCE I: BSS 1 
8390 ISOURCE Int: BSS 1 
8400 ISOURCE I 
37 































































ISOURCE D~t~_tr'n~: LDA -Arr~yd I C.t param.t.r$ of data storag_ array. 
I SOURCE LDB - D~t .. pa.I' 
ISOURCE JSM C.t Info 
ISOURCE LDA -A~rayl I C.t param.t_rs 'f data I~put a.rr~y. 
ISOU1CE L~B aDl pAr 
ISOURCE JSM C.t-Info 
ISOURCE LDA -Hs- I C.t numb.r of s~~pl_s. 
ISOJRCE LDB -Hs p~r 
ISOURCE JSM C_t:v~lu~ 
lSOURCE I 
ISOURCE LDA -9 
ISOURCE STA I 
ISOURCE St~rt1: LDA -0 
ISOURCE STA Countl 
ISOURCE LDA -2 
ISOURCE STA Count2 
ISOURCE I 
ISOURCE St~rt2: LDA 
ISOURCE LDB -6 
ISOURCE MPV 
ISOURCE ADA Count2 
ISOURCE STA El_ •• nt1 
ISO~RCE LDA -Int 
ISOURCE LDB -Arrayl 
ISOURCE JSM C_t __ l_m.nt 
ISOURCE I 
ISOURCE LDA Countl 
ISOURCE LDB Hs 
ISOURCE MPV 
ISOURCE ADA 
ISOURCE STA El~m_ntd 
ISOURCE LDA -Int 
ISOURCE LDB aArrayd 
ISOURCE JSM Put ~l~ •• nt 
ISOURCE ISZ Countl 
ISOURCE ISZ Count2 
ISOURCE LDA --3 
ISOURCE ADA Count1 
IS0URCE SZA *+2 
ISOURCE JMP Start2 
ISOURCE I 
ISOURCE ISZ I 
ISOURCE LDA I 
ISOURCE TCA 
ISOURCE ADA H~ 
ISOURCE SZA *+2 
ISOURCE JMP Sta.rtl 
lSOURCE RET 1 
ISQURCE END D~ta_tra.ns 
*************~***********************************.**~****************~4~ 
** HI STOCRAM SUBPROGRAM ~ < 
I ************~.***.* ••• *.*******.**********~***************************+. 
I 
Hlst: I Subroutln_ to produc~ onl1n_ 
I h1s~09rams of ra.w LDV data.. 
ON KEY _a COTO 9270 
38 
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INPUT "Ho. of dlta sampl~s p~~ pOInt (2S99 maxM.> :",Hs 
REDIM Data(3,Nsl 
REDIM Dl(Hs,6) 






CONTROL MASK 19:1 
\.IRITE 10 10,~; 0 
WRITE 10 19,~; 1 
Ht-6*Hs 
FOR 1'1 TO ~ 
Du •• y-READBIN:10) 
NEXT I 
I 
ENTER 19 WFHS Nt NOFORMAT;Dl(*> Ifast ~ata·&cquisition 
WRITE 10 10.~; 0 
ICALL Data tranJ 
ICALL Draw-hist 
IF Ns-29ge-THEH COTO 9279 
Hn-l 
GOTO 9110 
IF Hs-2990 THEH DUMP GRAPHICS 
































Th~ subroutIne works by forst ~Olng to the samples-per-count 
tablel and uSIng them to draw the old hIstograms In black 
(Blt-~) to erase them. Then It calc~lat~~ new samples-per-
~ount tables from the dat~ a~qulr.o from the LDV, and uses 
the n~w tables to draw hIstograms In w~lte (B,t-l>. Then the 
sUbro~tlne returnS to the maIn program. The very f,rst tlm~ 
(determIned by HtlmesC-Hn» the subroutl~9 IS called It doesn'· 
erase th~ old hIstograms becau~e there aren't any. 
Dat a pal': 
Dl p&r: 
~ls=P&r: 





















I Declare subroutInes stored 
I outSIde of the maIn program. 
I Reserve spac! 
I descrIptor. 
I Reserve space 
I t he number ot' 
for data array 
for tables whIch ho10 




































































































































I Count and I ar. g.n.r.I purpose Ind.x varl-
I abl.s. Count IS usually 9, 1, or 2, to d_note 
wh.ther U.V, or W IS b.lng calculat.d. 
lInt, Address, and Offs.t .r. all general 




l.DB -Ns par 
JSM C.t-v .... lu. 
LD!i .Arrayd 
LDII -Dat a par 
JSM Cet Info 
LD~ -Nt'm •• 
l.JJB -Ntlme par 
ISI'1 C.t _ va-i ue 
l.DA "0 
STA Bit 













LDB Hddr.ss, I 
DSZ Address 

















I Cet Nt 1m •• , wh I c .... tell. 1ft 1'1 I S I. 
I ~h. f,rst time Draw_hlst IS b.,ng 
I CAlled. 
I If thiS IS the f.rst tim. ~raw hlst 
I IS b.lng call.d, th.n Jump to the 
data acquIsItion sectIon. If not then 
writ. over the old hlsto~ram wltn 
I black to erase It 
I Produc. hIstograms for all thr •• 
I channels. 
I Co to the end of the appropriate 
I samples-per-count table. 
I Add together each adJac.nt pair of 
I entries In the table. 
I If the r.sult IS z.ro, go to the n.xt 
pair of entrl_s. If not, make sur. 
the sum IS (159 and th_n draw a 
I column with heIght equal to the sum. 
I Calculate the X-cooralnate of the 
I column. 
I Calculate the Y-coordl,at. of the 
I top of the column. 
r. 
, , I 
I 19219 ISOURCE ADI -I 
I 19229 ISOURCE I'IPV 
-I 19239 ISOURCE LDI Int 
1"249 ISOURCE Tel 
19239 ISOURCE ADA I 
19269 ISOURCE STA V_coord 
10278 ISOURCE I 
10280 ISOURCE LDA -13 I Prep&re the gr.aphlcs screen for 
19299 ISOIJRCE STA Pa. input. 
19390 ISOURCE LilA -311 
19310 ISOURCE SFC * 
19320 ISOURCE STA R3 
18330 ISOURCE LDA V coord I Ca.lcula.t. word loca.tl0n. 
10340 ISOURCE LDB -36 
10330 ISOURCE I'IPV 
19369 ISOURCE LDI X_coord 
19379 ISOURCE SIR 4 
10389 ISOURCE ADA B 
19390 ISOURCE CI'IA 
10400 ISOURCE SFC * 
18410 ISOURCE STA R4 Input word loca.tlan. 
19429 ISOI.RCE STA R7 
19439 ISOURCE I 
10449 ISOURCE LDA X coord I Ca.lcula.te blt 1 ocat 10n. 
19439 ISOURCE AND .. T7B 
10469 ISOURCE LDB Bit 
10470 ISOURCE SIL 13 
-,- 18480 ISOURCE lOR I 
19490 ISOURCE SFC * 
103ge ISOURCE STA R4 , Input blt 1 ocat 10n. 
19319 ISOURCE STA R7 
19529 ISOURCE DSZ Int 
19530 ISOURCE JI'IP I'Iue_bi t 
1954a ISOURCE I 
19339 ISOURCE Sklp_bl-;S: DSZ I 
19569 ISOURCE JI'IP Make_rod 
,0579 ISOURCE I 
10589 ISOU"'CE ISZ Count Make hlstograms for all three 
10390 ISOURCE LDA --3 chann.ls. 
10609 ISOUrCE ADA Count 
10618 ISOURCE SZA *+2 
18620 ISOURCE JI'IP Make_hlst 
10630 ISOURCE I 
10640 ISOURCE Acqulre: LDA Bit I If B,t-1 then th. new hIstograms 
10630 ISOURCE SZA *+2 I have be.n drawn. Go back to the 
10660 ISOURCE JI'IP Stop I mal n program. If not, contInue. 
10670 ISOURCE I 
19680 ISOURCE LDA -Arrayl Zero out the tables WhlCh hold the 
10699 ISOURCE LDB -192 number of samples per count. 
10700 ISOURCE Clear: CLR 16 
10710 ISOURCE ADA -16 
10720 ISOURCE DSZ B 
10730 ISOURCE JMP C le.r 
10740 ISCURCE I 
10730 ISOURCE LDA -0 I Prepare to wrIte neu s~mples-p~r-
10760 ISOURCE STA Count count tables. 
10n0 ISOIJRCE LDA -5 
10789 ISOURCE STA Check 
10790 ISOURCE LDA Ns 




10S10 ISOU~CE I 
19920 ISOURCE BegIn: LDA Count 
10930 ISOURCE LDB Ns I Flgur. out whIch element or the 
10S40 ISOURCE MPY I data array W4t w&nt to pIck up. 
10S~0 ISOUR~E ADA 
1'a960 ISOURCE ADA --I 
10a70 ISOURCE STA Elem.ntd 
10ae0 ISOURCE LDA -Int I Cet a raw datum rrom the data array. 
10S90 ISOURCE LDI -Arrayd 
19999 ISOURCE JSM Cu el.ment 
-1091 ~ ISOURCE LDA Int 
10n0 ISOURCE LDB -1023 I Strip of'f' the f'lrst SIX 
10930 ISOURCE AND I b.ts of' th. raw data word. 
19940 ISOURCE LDI Count Se. If' Count '" CheCk. 
109:50 ISOURCE TCI 
19960 ISOU~CE ADB Check 
10970 ISOURCE SZI Stral ght I If' true, us. the modlf'led data 
10980 ISOURCE TCA I word as an lnd.x. If' not, us. 
10990 ISOURCE ADA -1'324 I 1024 mInus the dat& word. 
11000 ~SOURCE Stralgh-:: STA Int Store the count we have gotten. 
11010 ISOURCE LDA -1024 Increment th. approprIate place 
11020 ISOURCE LDI Count I In th. samples-per-count table 
11030 ISOURCE MPY I by one. 
, 11940 ISOURCE ADA -Arrayl 
-::- 1\9:59 ISOURCE A~A Int 
11060 ISOURCE ISZ A, I 
11070 ISOURCE I 
11080 ISOURCE ISZ Coun .. 
11090 ISOURCE LDA --3 I Have U,Y, and W all b.en done? 
11!~0 ISOURCE ADA Count 
11110 ISOURCE SZA *+2 I If' not, go back agal n. 
11120 ISOURCE JMP I.gln 
11130 ISOURCE STA Count I If' so, set Count-0. 
11140 ISOURCE I 
111:50 ISOURCE DSZ I ContInue to fIll samples-per-count 
11160 ISOURCE JMP BegIn I t&bles unt 11 out of' samples. 
11170 ISCURCE I 
111813 ISOURCE ISZ BIt I Now set Bl tal and go back and d 'aw 
11190 ISOURCE JMP to_graph I the new h1stograms In whIte. 
--- _.:. -
11200 ISOURCE Stop: RET 1 
11210 ISOURCE I 
































































































REM PROGRAM STAT 
I PROGRAM TO REDUCE RAW DATA FROM THREE-COMPONENT LDV SYSTEM 
I Input IS 3 chann.ls of raw LV data and calIbrAtIon constAnts 
I Output Is th~ thr •• compon.nts of m.an v.loclty, all th. 
c ompon.nt s 0-' Q,.. "0 Ids s t r.ss and som. s.l.c t 4td t h I rd-ord.r 
products. Can. "'1" out counts whIch ar • • xC4tsSlv4tly far 
froM th ••• an. display histograMs of raw and 
ftlt.r.d dati f~ .113 chann.ls. Plots data at .nd and displays 
r.duc.d data for .ntlr. run. Can wrIt. a summary fll. contaInIng 
, all r.duc.d .:lata and call brat I on colnstants. 
OPTION BASE 1 
ICOM 19099 
IDELETE ALL 
IASSEMBLE Find v.1 
COM INTE~ER Dati(3,29ge),N~,Hgs,Countbln(3,1924) 
COM INTEGER Ranl}.I,Rang.2,Rang.3 
COM REAL Sd.v,D~I,Df2,Df3 
COM REAL Th.ta,Hub,NuMlxl,NuNlx2.NuMlx3 
COM REAL Su,Sv,Sw,Suu,Svv,Sww,Suv,Suw,Svw 
COM REAL Suuv,Suvv,Suuw,Suww,Suvw 
, 
DIM Ll(3),Rl(3>,Ll1(3),Ul1(3),Scal.(3) 









READ Max_y, Ml n_'J, FI 1 t.r, Sd.v 
DATA 75.64,4'.64,15.64,99.,69.,39. 
MAT READ Lll,UI l 
DAT~ ',46,87,41 , 82,123 
MAT READ L..l,RI 
DATA -.8,2.4,9. , .935,-.002', .01 
READ Lllm(1),Ulcm(1),Lllm<2),Ullm<2>,LIIM(3),UY'm<3) 
DATA .4, .995,.13925 
MAT READ Scal. 
PRINT 
PRINT" ** « PROGRAM STAT 
PRINT 
3-COMPONENT VELOCITY DATA » ** " 














R.ad raw data from floppy 
Convlrrt to velOCIty" 
Cal CIAI At4t stAt I at i ca" 
Prl n°, r.sults" 
Wr It., to disc +"i I." 
dISC" 
INPUT "Ent.r pa"~nt fll.nAm. (01" E to .Xlt program) :",Nam •• 
IF NAm ••• ·E" ~HEN COTO 1780 
INPUT MEnter no of first And last dAta fll.s ",FII.I,Nf 
KIll w-3 












































































Filt.r.· .. N" 
INPUT "Do you wish to rllt9r th. output <Y/N, D.f~ult N) ?",Fllt.r. 
IF Fflt.r.-"N' THEN GO TO 669 
INPUT "En~9r standard d9vlatlon to throw oUt",Sd9V 
DISP "READING R~W DATA FROM DISK" 
MASS STORAGE IS ":H8,9,0" 
PRINTER IS 9 
Filno-Ffl.1 
IF FIlno>Nf THEN GOTO 1749 
FI 19.-Nam9 •• VALJ<FI lno) 
ASSIGN FII •• TO '1 
READ .1;Dat.' 
READ '1; Tit U 





MAT READ .1;Data 
I 
PRINT Tit U 
PRINT "DATE AND TIME OF TEST :",Dat9f 
PRINT "FILE NAME ON DISK :",Nam.' 
PRINT "DISK NUM3ER :",Dn 
PRINT "RUN NO. :POINT NO. IN PROFILE) :",Run 
PRINT "X,Y,Z .. ',Xpos,Ypos,Zpos 
I CALCULATE VELOCITIES 
DISP "CALCULATING VELOCITIES AND TAKING RUNNING SUMS" 
I CALCULATE STATISTICS 
DISP "CALCULATING STATISTICS" 



































































































Pot nt (FI, 9).Uwb V' 
POint(Fl,19)·Ywb&r 





IF Ypos(M~x_y mEN GOTO 1399 
Max y.Ypos 
Mln-u.Ub~r 




• PRINT RESULTS 
PRINT 
PRINT "Br~gg shift fr~qu~ncy • ",Nub 
PRINT "MIXIng fr.qu~ncI~sa",Numlx1,Numlx2,Numlx3 
PRINT "Third beim angle • ·,Th~ta 
PRINT "Run numb~r • ",Run 
PRINT "Tunn~1 r~f.r.n~e voltaga (volts) • ·,Yref 
PRINT ·Frlnge sp~'lngs • ·,Drl,Dr2,Dr3 
PRINT "No. or Simples = ",lois 
PRINT "R~nge" • ",~&ngel,Rang.2,Rang~3 
PRINT "FIlter r,~o. of !;td. devIatIons] = ",~d.v 
PRINT "AdJusted no. or samples ·",Ng5 
PRINT "Ub&r • ",PROUND(Ubar,-4) 
PRINT .'':)A.~ • ",PROllNi/(Vbar,-4) 
PRINT "Wb&r • ",PROUN~(Wbar,-4) 
PRINT "Uprl2 - ',PROUND(Uprl2,-4) 
PRINT "Yprl2 • ',PROUND(Vprl2,-4) 
PRINT "Wprl2 • ',PROUND(WprI2,-4) 
PRINT ·U'/b&r • ',PROUND(Uvb&r, -4) 
PRINT "UWb&r • ',PROUND(Uwbar,-4) 
PRINT "VWbar • ',F'ROUND(Vwbar,-4) 
PRfNT "UUYb&r • ",PRQUND(Uuvbar,-5) 
PRINT "UVVb&r • ',PROUND(Uvvbar,-S) 
PRINT "UUWbar • ",PROUND(Uuwbar,-S) 
PRINT "UWWbar • ",P~OUND(Uwwbar,-5) 
PRP:T "UYWb.t.r • ", PROUND(Uvwbar, -5) 
PRINT 
IF HIstS."Y" THEN GOSUB HIstogram 
Fllno-Fi Ino+l 
GO TO 790 
U~-Max u-Mln u 
PlotrS~·Y· -
JHP~T • Do you WIsh to s •• th~ tYrbul~nc4t quantItIes (Y/N, D4tf~ult Y) ~",r 
IF PlotrS.·Y" THEN GOSUB Plot 
MASS STORAGE IS ":~a,a,l" 





















lS20 I ********.****~********PLOT DATA****************~************************ 
1830 
lS40 Plot: PRINTER I' 16 
lS~0 PRINT "EstlMat. of norMalizIng V.IO~lty •• :";U. 
1860 INPUT "Ent.r corr.~t norMalIZIng V.IO~lty ,f dlffer.nt.",U. 
1870 Graph.-"Y" 






















































PRINTER IS 0 
PRINT "NorMalIzing V.IO~lty ,. :";U. 
I 




IF 1-4 THEN Kn-~ 
FOR J-1 TO Nf-N~II.+1 
FOR K-1 TO Kn 
Ind.x-(I-l)*3+K+l 
Point(J,lnd.x)-Polnt(J,Ind.x)/U.~Exp 




IF GraphS-"N" THEN GOTO 2860 
I 






FOR J-l TO Nf-FI1.1+1 
IF POlnt(J,1»Ylnax THEN Ymax·PolnteJ,1> 
IF POlnt(J,l)(Ymln THEN Ymln-Polnt(J,1) 
NEXT J 
FOR 1-1 TO 3 
LIMIT 0,184.47,~,149.R 





FOR J-1 TO Nf-FI1.l+l 
rOR K-l TO 3 
IF POln~(J,(I-l)*3+K+l»Xmax THEN Xmax=Polnt(J,(I-1)*3+K+l) 

























2410 DRAW LllmCI),Ypos 
2420 SETGU 
2430 RPLOT 2,0,-2 
2440 SETUU 
24~0 LABEL DROUNDCYpos,2) 
2460 Ypos-Ypos+.1 
2470 IF Ypos<-Ymax THEN GO TO 2400 
2480 I 
2490 LORG 6 
2~00 Xpos-LllmCI) 
2~10 MOVE Xpos,Ymln-.04 
2~20 LABEL DROUNDCXpos,2) 
2~30 MOVE Xpos,Ymln 
2~40 DRAW Xpos,Ymln+.0~ 
2~~0 Xpos-Xpos+Scal.:I) 
2~60 IF Xpos<UllmCI) THEN GOTO 2~10 
2~70 I 
2~90 FOR J a 1 TO Nr-FI1.1+1 
~99 Ypos-PolnteJ,1) 
2600 FOR K-1 TO 3 
2610 MOVE POintCJ,<I-1)*3+K+1),Ypos 
2620 SETGU 
2639 ON K COTO 2649,~799,2760 
2640 FO~ Arc-0 TO 36~ STEP 20 
26~0 PDIR Arc 
2669 RPLOT .~,0 
2670 NEXT Arc 
2680 PDIR 0 
2690 GOTO 28113 
2700 RPLOT .~,.~,-2 
2710 RPLOT .5,-.~,-1 
2720 RPLOT -.~,-.~,-l 
2730 RPLOT -.~,.~,-1 
2740 RPLOT .5,.5,-1 
2750 GOTO 2819 
2760 RPLOT 0,.~,-2 
2770 RPLOT 0,-.5,-1 
2780 RPLOT .5,0,-2 
2790 Rp,LOT -.5,0,-1 
2800 GOTO 281C 
2810 SETUU 
2820 NEXT K 
2830 NEXT J 
2849 HEXT I 
2850 DUMP GRAPHICS 
I 
2860 IMAGE 2X"Y"10X, 'u2/Uo2",3X,"v2/Uo2",3X,"w2/Uo2",~X,"Yv/Uo2",3X,"Yw/Uo2",3X 
, "vw/Uo2"," 
2870 PRINT USING 286~ 
2880 FOR 1-1 TO Nr-FI1.1+1 
2890 IMAGE MDD.DD,6X.MD.DD~n:2X,MD.DDDD,2X,MD.DDDD,4X,MD.DDDD,~X,~D.nDDD,2X,MD. 
DDDD 
2900 PRIHT USINC 28913;~oln~(I,1),Polnt(I,5),Polnt(I,6),?olntCI,~),PolntCI,8),Po 
intCI,9),PolntCI,19) 
2910 NEXT I 
2920 IMAGE 2/,3X,"Y". 9~,"uuv/~ 2",JX,"yvv/Uo3·,~X,"YYw/Uo3",3X,"Yww'Uo3",5X,"Y 
~lw"Uo3", " 
2930 PRTNT USING 292~ 
2940 FOR 1-1 TO Nf-Fll.+1 
2950 IMAGE MDD.DD,6X.MD.~D,2X,MD.~D,4X,MD.~U,2X,MD.5D,4X,MD.5D 









































































I WRITE SUMMARV DATA FILE 
I 
Sull\ ..... NN 
INPUT "Do you WIsh to wr-1t. a Summ~r-y D~ta Fl!. (V/N D.f&ult 1'1) ?1I,Sum$ 
IF Sum.-"N" THEH GOTO 32113 
Ftl.'-N~III.' 
DISP NF,l. ";FI'.';" b.,ng wr-ttt.n to disk" 
MASS STORAGE IS ":H9,9,0" 
CREATE FI1.',49 
ASSIGN F,l •• TO II 
PRINT 11;D~u. 






FOR I-I TO Hf-N~Il.+1 






I *************.******~DRAW HISTOGRAMS****~**********4*****.************** 
I 
Htst09r-~m: PLOTTER IS 13,·GRAPHICS" 
GRAPHICS 
K-l 
FOR I-I TO 3 
CII\~x-9 
FOR J-l TO 1923 STEP 2 
Countbln(I,J)aCauntblnCI,J)+Countbln(I.J+l) 
IF Countbln(I,J»Cm&x THEN Cmax-Countbln(I,J) 
NEXT J 
IF (Cmax z 9) OR :Cmax-29ge) THEN GOrO 3669 
~IMIr e,184.47,~,149.8 
LOCATE 7.9',119.63,Lll(K'.,Jll(K) 





LINE TVPE 1 
CSIZE 2.8 
LORG 8 



















































































FOR J-l TO 1023 STEP 2 







LABEL ·PLOT OF ':OUNT "IS NUMBER OF SAMPLES PER COUNT" 






ISOURCE ' ThIS ~Ub~outlne ~onve~ts ~aw data ~ounts to Instantaneous 
ISOURCE ' velc~'tles, then sums seve~al dlffe~ent p~odu~ts of the 
ISOURCE velo~'ty ~omponents. All Input and output data IS passed 
ISOURCE th~ou9h the COMMON stoarage a~.a. The Inputs ~e the ~aw 
ISOURCE data l~~ay (A~~ayd), the B~agg shIft f~equen~y (Nub), the 
ISOURCE mlxln9 f~equen~les (Numlxl, Numlx2, Numlx3), the f~lng. 
ISOURCE spa~lngs (Dfl, Df2, Df3), the ~~osslng angle of the thl~d 
ISOURCE beam :Theta>, and the numb.~ of samples In a data pOInt eNs). 
ISOURCE ' The outputs a~e the summatIons of varIous ~~odu~ts of the 
ISOURCE ' velo~'ty ~omponents, ln~ludlng U, V. "I, 'J*U, "1*"1, W*W, 












































Nm! xl p .. ,.: 
Nmlx2-pU': 











































De~lare sUb~outlnes sto~ed 

































































ISOURCE ~uw par: 
ISOURCE Svw-par: 
ISOURCE Suuv_par: 
ISOURCE Suvv p~r: 
ISOURCE Suuw-par: 








ISOURCE BIn u: 
ISOURCE Bln:v: 
ISOURCE BIn 101: 























































I R.serrv. spac. for da.ta array 
I descrIptor. 
I Rers.rvc spac. for lookup tables 













































I R.s.rvc space ~or tabl. of counts 
I ~s.d to ger..rater hIstograms. 
Rerserrver spacer for various input 
and output varlablers. 
I Count and I are general purpose Index varl-
I abl.s. Count IS usually 9, 1, or 2 to d.note" 
I whet,herr L', V, or W "S berIng calculated. 
lInt, Address, ~~d Offset are all gen.ral 
I purpose storage areas. 
I R1, R2, a.nd R3 ar. the count-to-
I frequency conversIon factors. 
Xvar and Yvar are general purposer real 
nu~ber storage arer~s. 
U, V, and Ware th. Instantaneou~ veloc1ty 
c or.ponent s. 
50 
4779 ISOURCE 101: BSS 4 
4789 ISOURCE Uu: BSS 4 
4790 ISOURCE Uv: BSS 4 
4800 ISOURCE Cos: BSS 4 I Cos a.nd S1n are the cos and S1n of Theta. 
<819 ISOURCE Sin: BSS 4 
II 4820 ISOURCE Max u: BSS 1 
4830 ISOURCE Max -v: B~ ; 1 
4840 ISOURCE Max-w: BSS 1 
49Se ISOURCE AV9:u: BSS 4 
486e ISOURCE AV9_v: BSS 4 
4970 ISOURCE AV9_w: BSS 4 
48ee ISOURCE Dev u: BSS 4 
4990 ISOURCE Dev-v: BSS 4 
4900 ISOURCE Dev-w: BSS 4 
4919 ISOURCE H9 S: BSS 1 
4929 ISOiJRCE Sdev: BSS 4 
4930 ISOURCE R&d: DAT 5.729S78E1 
4940 ISOURCE M111: DAT 1. E6 
49~0 ISOURCE One: DAT 1 • 
4969 ISOURCE Zero: DAT 9. 
4979 ISOURCE LIT e9 
4ge9 ISOUR('E I 
49ge ISOURCE SUB 
5eee ISOURCE F1 nd_vel: LDA -Hs I Get number of samples. 
5919 ISOURCE LDB =Hs_par 
5920 ISOURCE JSM Get value 
51330 ISOURCE LDA -Ari=ayd I Get parameters of data aMray. 
5949 ISOuRCE LDB aData_par 
50~e ISOURCE JSM Get 1nfo 
5069 ISOURCE LDA -Sd;v I Get 1nput parameters. 
5070 ISOURCE LDB ::aSdev_par 
50e0 ISOURCE JSM Get value 
5990 ISOURCE LDA -Df1 
5100 ISOURCE LDB aDf1 _par 
5119 ISOURCE .lSM Get value 
5129 ISOURCE LDA "Df2 
5139 ISOURCE LIlB .. llf2_par 
5149 ISOURCE JSM Get va.l ue 
5159 ISOURCE LDA -Df3 
5169 ISOURCE LDB .. Df3_par 
5170 ISOURCE JSM Get value 
5180 ISOURCE LDA .-Th;ta 
5199 ISOURCE LDB -Theta_par 
5200 ISOURCE JSM Get Vi\1 ue 
5210 ISOURCE LDA -Hub 
5229 ISOURCE LDIl "Hub_par 
5239 ISOURCE JSM Get value 
5240 ISOURCE LDA "Hum1x1 
5259 ISOURCE LDB -Hm1x1 _par 
5260 ISOURC"E JSM ~et valu~ 
5270 ISOURCE LD .... -Hum1x2 
5289 ISOURCE LIJB -Hm1x2_par 
52913 ISOURCE JSM Get value 
5390 ISOURCE LDA -Huru1x3 
5319 ISOURCE LDB -Hm1x3_par 
5329 ISOURCE JSM Get value 
-5339 ISOURCE I 
5340 ISOURCE I Ihe 1000 headed by Get_fr~q 1S r.pe~led th~ee t1mes to get 
53!59 ISOURCE the count-to-frequency converS10n (actors (wh1ch depend on 






































































th" Vlrlable "Count", the loop contaIns operatIons whIch are 
























































































JSM I nt. tore 1 

























I Cet. the fIrst word of the column of 
I the data arr~y whIch contaIns the 
I velOCIty component. for whIch we want. 
I to g.t the range. 
Mask and rotate t.o g.t. t.h. four 
blt.s cont.alnlng the range. 
I Subt.ract from 15 t.o get. the 
I actual rang •• 
I Store t.he actual rang~ In RangeH 
so t.hat we can transfer It to the 
maIn program 
I Use the rang. to fInd the power 
I of two needed for the dIVIsor. 
I Conv.rt the power of two Into a 
I r.al number. 
DIVIde 3.2E4 by the approprla.te 
power of two, uSIng BCD math. 
DeCIde whether to put the result. 
In R1, R2, or R3. dependln9 on Coun, 
I How, fl nail y, call the ut lIlt" to 
I p.rform the dIVISIon. 
Increment a.nd check Count so as 
to follow the loop thr •• tImes. 
I Zero out the entIre count-to-
I velOCIty conversIon t.able so that. 
I It must be recalculat.ed for ta.ch 
pOInt. <ThIS lI".ust be done It'the 
mIxIng frequency or ranges are 
I changed between counts.) 























































































































































I S.t Initl.l v.lu.s of Su, Sv, 
I Sw, Suu, .te. to z.,..o. 
I CI.a,.. th. a,.. •• s of m.mo,..y whIch 
WIll b. us.d to hOld th. nUNb.,.. 0' 
s.mpl.s p.,.. count fo,.. th. hlstog,..ams. 
I Conv.,..t Theta ',..om d.gr •• s to 
,..ad,ans uSIng th. R.I_math 
utIlIty. 
I FInd th. SIn. and cosln. 0' 
Th.ta, &nd stor. th.m In tn. 
locatIons SIn and Cos, resp.ctlv.ly. 
ISOURCE Th. loop d.',n.d by G.t Int calculates Int~,..m.dlat. valu.s 
ISOURCE I us.d In conv.,..tlng counts to velOCItIes. Th.s. valu.s a,... th. 
ISOURCE I sam. ~O,.. all sampl.s In a pOInt, so th.~ can b. calculated 
ISOU~CE I s.parlt.ly. Th. loop caleulat.s (Hub-Nu~IxN) and (MIII*DfN>, 
ISOURCE I wh.,... H IS 1,2, .nd 3. 
ISOURCE LDA -3 
ISOURCE STA Count 
ISOURCE G.t_,nt: LDA Count 
ISOURCE ADA --I 
ISOURCE SAL 2 
ISOURCE STA 0"5.t 
I~OURCE LDA -Nub 
ISOURCE STA Op.,.. 1 
ISOURCE LDA -Humlx1 
ISOURCE ADA O"s.t 
ISOURCE STA Op.,.. 2 
ISOURCE STA R.suTt 
ISOURCE LDA -2 
ISOURCE LDB -146717B 
ISOURCE JSM R.I m.th 
ISOURCE LDA -D'1 I FInd DfN"'MlI1 ~DfN. 
ISOURCE ADA O'fs.t 
ISOURCE STA Ope,.._1 
53 































































































ThIS ~ectlon filters the data to r.move counts whIch are 
exce5~lvely far from the mean. FIrst the sectIon creates 
a IIs~ of the number of tIme. each partIcular count appears 
Th. list consIsts of 3 1924 word arr1Ys (called Bln_u, BIn_v, 
and Bin w) where the address of each word corr.sponds to the 
count. ind the value of tre word Indlca.es the numD.r of tImes 































































































JI1P FIll bIn 
srA Count 
D~Z I 
lr-',P FIll bIn 
I Set Check to deterMIne whether the 
I count or 1024 minus the count IS to 
be used. 
I FIgure out whIch element of the 
I data array we want to pIck up. 
I Cet a raw datuM from the data array. 
I StrIp off the fIrst SIX 
I bIts of the raw datA word. 
I See If Count = Check. 
I If tru., us. the modIfIed data 
I word as an Ind.x. If not, use 
I 1924 mInus the data word. 
I Store the count we have gotten. 
I Co to the ~ddress In the array 
correspond1ng to the value of 
the count. 
I Increment the word by one, 
I IndIcatIng that one more count 
I WIth that value has b •• n read. 



















































































Th. M~an and standard d.vlatlon of th. datA Ar. calculat.d. 
Th. prograM th.n throws out All th. data which ar. farth"r thaI 











If Sd.v > 9, us. thiS s~ctlon to 
fllt.r th. data. If no\, contlnu. 


























I C.t th. av.rag. of .ach s.t of 
I counts uSing th. Information In 
th. Bin u &rrays. 
















































































































I C.t a count And conv.rt it to 
I a r.al nume.r. 
I Us. th. BIn u arrays to rind out how 
I many sampl.i th.r. ar. WIth that 
count and conv.rt that numb.r to a 
r.al numb\!r. 
I MultIply th. count by 
I th. numb.r of tlm.s It app.&rs In 
I th. data. 
I K •• p A runnIng sum of th. product 01 
I th. count tlm.s th. numb.r or tlm.s 
thAt It app.ars. Stor. thiS sum In 
th. pIAC. W. WIll .v.ntu&lly us. to 
I stor. th. Av.r&g •• 
,_"',...-----------:--------1:------- ~ -;~ -.:-_:-..-..-
. ...~ '~' - ----~--





































































































































































STR Op"r 1 
LDR .Xvv 
STA R.sult. 
JSM I nt._t.o_rot1 
LDR -Xva.r 










Conv"rt thot numb.r o~ samplots to 
a r.a.l numb"r. 
I Divld. thot sum storotd In Avg 1.1 by 
t.hot numbotr of samplots to gott-thot 
av.ragot valult of thot count.s. 
I G.t thot standard dotvlat.lon of otach 
I Sltt of counts uSIng thot av"ragot &nd 
I thot InformatIon In thot BIn 1.1 arrays. 
I FIrst., Sott thot standa.rd d.~lat.lon -0. 
I Gott a. count ~nd convert It t.o a 
I r.a.l numbotr. 
I Subtract the av.(agot count from t.hot 






























































































































STA Op.... 1 












STR Ope,. 1 
LDA -Vvu. 






STA Ope,. 1 
LDA -Dev-u 
RDA Offset 






















LLA -Dev u 
AlJA Offs.t 




, Squa,.e the dlffe,.ence between the 
ave,.ag_ and the count w. got to 
get the d.vlatlon f,.olll the mean. 
, Use the B,n u ar,.ays to fInd out 
, how many counts the,.~ ar. wIth the 
value w. have chosen, and conve,.t 
that numbe,. to a ,.eal numbe,.. 
, MultIply the numb.,. of counts by 
, the deviatIon f,.om the m.an. 
Add the p,.oduct to Dev u, which 
cu,.,.ently contaIns a ,.unn1n9 sum of 
, the numb.,. of counts times the 
d.vlatlon f,.om the lIIean of .ach 
count. 
Conv.,.t the numbe,. of samples to 
a ,..al numbe,.. 
D,vld. the sum sto,..d In D.v u by 
, the numbe,. of ~ampl.s to g.t-th. 
, va,.lance of the counts. 
, Take the squa ....... 001. of the 
, va,.,anc. to g.t the standa,.d 
, d.vI~tlon. 
• 
8970 ISOURCE LDB -314~aB 
8980 ISOURCE JSM R.l_lII&th 
8990 ISOURCE I 
9000 ISOURCE LDA Count 
9010 ISOURCE ADA -1 
9020 ISOURCE STA Count 
9030 ISOURCE ADA --3 
9040 ISOURCE SZA *+2 
90~0 ISOURCE JMP C.t_sd.v 
/ 9069 ISOURCE I 
! 9070 ISOURCE LDA -0 I Now us. th. stand&rd d.viatlon to 
90e0 ISOURCE STA Count I f'1 1 t.r out & 1 I th. counts whost 
9090 ISOURCE D.v_f'll-;r: LDA Count valu. IS mor. than Sd.v standard 
9100 ISOURCE ADA -1 d.vI&tlons sway f'roa th. lII.an. 
9110 ISOURCE LDB -1024 
9120 ISOURCE MPV 
9130 ISOURCE AVA -BIn u 
9140 ISOURCE STtl Addr;ss 
91~0 ISCURCE LDA -1023 
9160 ISOURCE STA I 
9170 ISOURCE I 
9180 ISOURCE LDA Count 
9190 ISOURCE SAL 2 
n00 ISOURCE ADA -D.v u 
9210 ISOURCE STA Op.r:1 
9220 ISOURCE LDA -Sd.v 
9230 ISOURCE STA Op.r_2 
9240 ISOURCE LDA -Xvar 
92~0 ISOURCE STA R.sult 
9260 ISOURCE LDA -2 
9279 ISOURCE LDB -147037B 
9289 ISOURr.E JSM R.l math 
-9290 ISOURCE I 
9300 ISOURCE LDA -Xvar 
9310 ISOURCE STA Op.r_l 
9320 ISOURCE LDA -Int 
9330 I SOURr~E STA R.sult 
3340 ISOURC.E JSM R.l 
-
to_,nt 
93~0 ISOURrE I 
9360 ISOURCE LDA Count 
9370 ISOURCE SAL 2 
9380 ISOURCE ADA 
-
Av9_u 9390 ISOURCE STA Op.r_1 
-----
9400 ISOU~CE LDP. -Of'f's.t 
9410 ISOURCE STA R.sult 
9420 ISOURCE JSM R.l to I nt 
-9430 ISOURCE I 
9440 ISOURCE LDB Of'fsltt 
94~0 ISOURCE TCB 
9460 ISOURCE Fll tr _dtlv: LDA I 
9470 ISOURCE ADA B 
9480 ISOlJRCE SAM *+2 
9490 ISOURCE TCA 
9~00 ISOURCE ADA Int 
9~10 ISOURCE SAP *+3 
9~20 ISOURCE LDA Addrltss 
9~30 ISOURCE CLR 1 
9~40 ISOURCE: DSZ Addr.ss 
9:5~0 JSOURCE DSZ I 




































































































I Co th~ough thIS whole p~OCIISS 
of chllcklng thll dllvIAtlon and 
I fllt.e~lng thll dAtA th,.1111 tlmllS, 
I onCII fo~ IIAC .. chAnnlll. 
The l~op BIIgln IS p.~fo,.med thrllll t.imlls, onclI fo,. U, V, 
And W. Each tIme th~ougn thll dAtA A~~ay is ~IIAd, A count (A ,.AW 
d~tum) is t~klln f~om It and cenvII~ted Into A velOCIty. The vIII-
oClty IS sto,.ed In U, V, o~ W dllpllndlng on whllthe,. thi~ is thll 
fl,.St, slIcond, or thIrd Ite~atlon of thlf loop. The fi~st tIm. a 
p&l"'ti~ula,. cou~t IS IIncountll~lfd, th. vlfloClty co"~espondlng to 
It is CAlculated uSIng the Intllrm.dlAte vAlulIS found In Gilt ~nt, 
And th. vllloClty IS sto~.d In A tAbllf. If thAt count IS found 
AgAIn In the datA a~~ay, the cO~~lfspondlng velOCIty is looked 
up rA .. her thAn beIng CAlculated AgAIn. 













































































































I Flgu,.e o~t whIch ~lllment of the 
I data array we want to pIck up. 
St~IP off the fl~st SIX 
bIts of thlf ~aw data wo~d. 
I S •• If Count - Chlfck. 
I If t~YIf, use the modlf,.d datA 
word as an I .d.x. I f not, USIf 
10~4 mInus thlf data word. 
Sto,.. thlf count Wlf hAVII gottlln. 
I How look In thll app~oprIAt. PA~t 
I of thll a~ray~ crll~t.d by the flltllr 
I slfctlon. 
I If t~~ word cor~lfspondlng to the 
I co~nt IS zlIro, thll count was 
I flltllrlld out 1nd should bll 19nor~d. 
I Igno~~ thlfse threll counts, go back 
I and do the ne<t thrll •• 
1I.!c1_-------:----~.-~ ----.. ~--
• 












10170 ISOURrE Goodcount: 





















































10719 ISOURCE S&meslgn: 




















SZA Cal cui ate 
JMP Over 
LDA "Int 
STA Opel" 1 
LDA -Yvar 
STA Result 












STA O"er 1 
LDA -Xvar 
STA Opel" 2 
LDA -V~'ar 









STA Opel" 1 
LDA RuuTt 












I How, use Count to rind out 
I which lookup table array 
we want to use, and use the 
count we got from the data array 
to rind exactly wh~re In the 
I table we want to go. 
I Ir that table entry is zero, 
I calculate a velocity ror It. 
I Convert the count into 
I a rea.l number. 
I ~Ivlde the range we found 
I earlier by the count to get a 
I rrequency. 
I Find <Hub-HumlxH)-Fre~uencyN. 
I If we are calculating U, reverse 
I the SI gn of «Hub-Huml xN)-Frequencyt, 
I so as to reverse the sign of U. 
I Leave V and Wv alone. 
I Find Veloclty~«Hub-HumlxH) 
I -FrequencyN)*(Mlll*DfH) 
I and ~tore In a place In the 
















































































































, T,...ansr.,.. th. V.IOClty r,..om 
th. lookup tabl. to U, V, 0,.. W, 
, as app",op,..,at •• 
I Have ~, V, and Wall 
I be.n calculat.d? 
, Ir not, go back ag&ln. 














































How w~ conv.,..t th_ W we hav. obtaln.d <whIch IS m.asu,...d at an 
&ngl. Th.ta to th. V-axIs) to th~ W w. want (which should 
b. m.lsu,...d at an angl. or 99 d.g,.. •• s to th. V-axIs). 





















































ISOURCE ' How tlk. ,..unnlng sums or U, v, W, and s~v.,..al p,..oducts 
ISOURCE of th~s. v.locitl.s. Th. sums a,... tak.n u~ln9 th. utIlIty 
ISOURC~ -Add-, Th. sums a,... calculat.d In an unusual s.qu~nc. In 
ISOURCE o,..d.,.. to ,...duc. th. numb.,.. of p,..og,..am st.ps n.~d.d to cal-
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-Su I FInd Su.sSu+U 
-U 
Add 








-Suu I FInd Suu-Suu+(U*U) 
R.sult 
Add 








"Suuv I FInd Suuv-Suuv+(U*U*V) 
R.sult 
Add 










-Suuw I FInd Suuw.Suuw+(U~U*W) 
R.sult 
Add 
-Sv I FInd Sv-Sv+V 
-" Add 








-Suv I FInd Suv-Suv+(U*V) 
R.sult 
Add 





11970 ISOURCe: LDR -XVA,. 
11980 ISOURCE STR R.~ult 
11990 ISOURCE LDA -2 
12000 ISOURCE LDB -1470371 
12010 ISOURCE JSM R.I mAth 
-12020 lSOURCE I 
12039 ISOURCE LDA -Suvv I F1nd 3uvv-S~vv+(U*V*V) 
12040 ISOURCE LDB R.sult 
129~0 ISOURCE J&M Add 
,2960 ISOURCE I 
12970 ISOURCE LDA -Uv I F1nd U*V*W 
12080 150URCE STA Op."_1 
12999 ISOURCE LDR -W 
1210(1 ISOURCE STA 01'.,._2 
12119 ISOURCE LDR -Xva,. 
12129 ISOUPCE STA R.sult 
12130 ISOURCE LDR -2 
12149 IS0URCF.: LDB "1470371 
121~9 ISOURCE J5M R.I mAth 
-12160 IS0URCE I 
12179 ISOURCE LDA -Suvw I F1nd Suvw-Suvw+(U*V*W) 
l 12180 ISOURCE LDB R.sult 
to 12190 ISOURCE JSM Add 
1 12299 ISOURCE I 12219 ISOURCE LDR -v I F1nd V*V 12229 ISOU~CE STA 01'.,._1 12239 ISOURCE STR 013.,._2 'j 12240 ISOURCE LDA -Xva,. 
I 122~0 ISOURCE STA R.sult 12269 ISOURCE I.DR -2 12279 ISOUPCE LDE -1479371 12280 ISOURCE JSM R.l 
-
mAth 
12299 ISOIJRCE I 
12300 ISOUPCE LDR "Svv I F1nd Svv-Svv+(V*V) 
12310 ISOURCE LDB ~.sult 
12329 ISOURCE JSM '=Idd 
123~9 ISOU~C~ I 
12340 ISOURCE LDA "Sw I F1nd Sw-Sw+W 
123~9 ISOURCE LDB ·W 
12360 ISOURCE JSM Add 
12379 ISOURCE I 
12390 ISOURCE LDR -U I F1nd U*W 
12399 ISOURCE STA 013.,._1 
12499 ISOURCE LDR -XVAr 
12410 ISOURCE STA R.sult 
12420 ISOURCE LDA .. 2 
12439 ISOURCE LDB ·147037B 
12440 ISOURCE JSM R.I mAth 
-124:50 ISOURCE I 
12460 ISOURCE LDA -Suw I F1nd Suw-Suw+(U*W) 
12479 ISOURCE LDB R.sult 
12480 lSOURCE JSM Add 
12490 ISOURCE I 
12500 lSOURCE LDA "W I FInd V*W 
12:510 ISOURCE STA 013.,._1 
12:520 ISOURCE LDA -v 
12:530 ISOURCE STA 01'.,._2 
12:540 ISOURCE LDA -Xvar 
12:5:50 ISOURCE STA R.sult 




12!570 ISOURCE LDB -147037B 
12~80 150URCE JSM ReI •• th 
-12~90 ISOURCE I J 126e0 150URCE LDA -Svw I FInd Svw-Svw+(V*W) 
12610 150URCE LDB Ihsult 
12620 ISOURCE JSM Add 
12636 ISOURCE I 
12640 ISOURCE LDA -101 I FInd W*W 
126~0 ISOURCE STA Oper-_l 
12660 ISOURCE STA Oper-_2 
12670 ISOURCF LIlA -Xvtu" 
12680 ISOURCE 5TA Result 
12690 ISOURCE LIlA ::a 2 
12700 ISOURCE LIIB -147037B 
12710 ISOURCE JSM ReI math 
-12720 ISOURCE I 
12730 ISOURCE l.OA -Sww I FInd Sww-Sww+(W*W) 
12740 ISOURCE LDB Result 
127'0 ISOURCE JSM Add 
12760 ,SOURCE I 
12770 ISOURCE L"A -0 ~ I FInd U*W*W 
, 12780 ISOURCE STA Oper-_l 
I 12790 ISOURCE LIlA -Uu 
-< 
, 12800 ISOURCE STA Result 
12810 ISOURCE LDA -2 
12820 ISOURCE LDB -1470378 
12830 ISOURCE JSM ReI math 
-12840 [SOURCE I 
128'0 ISOURCE LIlA -Suww I FInd Suww::aSuww+(U*W*W) 
12860 ISOURCE LDB ~"sult 
12870 ISOURCE JSM Add 
12880 I~OURCE I 
12890 ISOIJRCE DSZ I I Contlnu~ t~ calculate r-unnlng 
"' 
12900 ISOURCE JMP 8egln I sums untIl out of satllples. 
12910 ISOURCE I 
12920 ISOURCE I How place the fInIshed summs In the COMMON r-.910n so that 
12930 ISOURCE I the B'~S I C pr-ogr-am has ac c .ss to t ... m, and then r-etur-n ·0 
12940 ISOURCE I tne B~SIC pr-,or-am. 
129~0 ISOURCE Repl ace: LIlA =-Rangel 
12960 ISOURCE LDB :oRal"ll_par-
12970 ISOURCE JSM Put value 
12980 ISOURCE LDA -RangeZ 
12990 ISOURCE LDlI '"Ran2_p~ 
13000 ISOURCE JSM Put value 
13010 ISOURCE LDA -RVi'ge3 
1302'3 ISOURCE LDB -Ran3_par-
13a30 rSOURCE JSM Put value 
-13040 ISOURCE LIlA -Su 
130~0 ISOURCE LDB -Su_par-
13060 ISOURCE J5M Put value 
-13070 ISOURCE LDA -Sv 
1366a ISOURCE LDII -Sv_par-
130ge ISOIJRCE J5M Put valu. 
-13100 ISOURCE LDA -Sw 
13110 ISOURCE l.DB -Sw_par-
13120 ISOURCE J5M Put val ue 
13130 ISOURCE L:lA -Suu 
13140 ISOUR';E LDB -Suu_par-
1'3150 ISOU~CE JSM Put value 
13160 ISCI:.!QCE l.D11 -Svv 
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, . 13170 ISOURCE LDB -Svv_par 
1 13180 ISOURCE JSI1 Put v.lu. \ 13190 ISOURCE LDA -Sww 
-\ ~ 13299 ISOURCE LDB -Sww_par 
t 13210 ISOURCE JSI1 Put value , 13220 ISOURCE LDA "Su~ 
. ~ 13230 IsnURCE LDB -Suv_par 13240 I'. URCE JSI1 Put valu. 
• 
132S0 ISOURCE LDA -S,.IW 
I 13269 ISOURCE LDB -Suw_par 
~ 13270 ISOURCE JSM Put valu. 
.' 
" f 
13280 ISOURCE LDA -Svw 
13290 ISOURCE LDB -Svw_par 
13300 ISOURCE JSM Put valu. 
13310 ISOURCE LDA -Suuv 
13320 ISOURCE LDB -Suuv_par 
13330 ISOURCE JSM Put v4lu. 
13349 ISOURCE LDA -Suvv 
133S0 ISOURCE LDB -Suvv_par 
13360 ISOURCE JSM Put valu. 
13370 ISOURCE LDA -SI.oUW 
t3380 rSOURCE LDB -Suuw_par 
~ 13390 ISOURCE JSM Put valu. ~ 13400 ISOURCE LDA aSuww 
. 13410 ISOUP.CE LDB -Suww_par ~ 
r 13420 ISOURCE JSM Put va 1 u. 
.. 13430 ISOU~CE LDA -Suvw 
13440 ISOURCE LDB -Suvw_par 
134S0 ISOURCE JSM Put valu. 
13460 ISOURCE LDA -Nc;/s 
13473 ISOURCE LDB -Nc;/s_par 
13480 ISOURCE JSM Put valu. 
-13490 ISOURCE I 
13S00 ISOURCE LDA -B'n_u Transf~r the contents of BIn n 
13510 ISOURCE LDB -192 to the common area ~lt~OUt uilrg 
13S20 ISOURCE STB I I the siow HP-suppll.d external 
-
13S30 ISOURCE LDB -16 I subroutlnots. 
t· 
13540 ISOURCE STB Count 
13SS0 ISOURCE LDB Cbln_par 
13S60 ISOURCE Transfe,': XFR 16 
13S79 ISOURCE ADA Count 
13S80 ISOURCE ADD Count 
13S90 ISOURCE DSZ I 
13600 ISO:.JRCE JMP Transfer 
13619 ISOURCE RET 1 
13620 ISOURCE I 
13630 ISOURCE LIT 2130 
13649 ISOURCE I 
136S0 ISOURCE Th. 1.1-; III ty "Add" IS used to a.dd up the runnIng sums. 
13660 ISOUR~E 
13679 ISOURCE Add: IS? Utlcc.unt 
13680 ISOURCE STA Op.r_l 
13690 ISOURCE STB Op.r_2 
13700 ISOURCE STA R4tsult 
, 13710 ISOURCE LDA -2 
.... 
13720 ISOURCE LDB -146721B 
13730 ISOURCE JSM ReI ma.t h 
1374a ISOURCE DSZ Utlco'mt 
13750 ISOUPCE RET 1 
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MAIN AND OFF·AXIS ELLIPSOIDS 
HAVE SAME DIMENSIONS 
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Details ot the probe volumes in the 3-D system. 
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Piq. 5 Evaluation ot the ettective probe lenqth. 
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Fig. 7 computer interface sirplified block diagram. 
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Fig. 8 
ENTER REFERENCE QUANTITIES 
BRAGG AND MIXING FREQUENCIES, 11 
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FREQUENCY CORRECTION 
PRINT HEAOING 
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ARE CORRECT 
ACQUIRE DATA 
• ENTER LOCATION X, Y. Z 
• ACQUIRE DATA Ah,,) .-" Ns"-',3 FROM 
LDV-AlD CI VIA F.AST HANDSHAKE 
NO 
COMPUTE SIGNAL MOMENTS 
Ni ~ uhl, ~S ! vhl. ~ ! will, ~ ~ u2hl 
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, 
Ni ! vhlwhl. 
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jj V. w, ;.2, -;.I, ~ . W u:;: Tv;: 
WRITE DATA FILE 
• OPEN FLOPPY DISK FilE 
• WRITE HEADING 
• WRITE REFERENCE QUANTITIES 
(BRAGG AND MIXING FREQUENCIES, 0) 
• WRITE RAW DATA A H,I 














: OPEt. DATA FILE I 
• 
READ DATA FIL~ 
• LOCATION X. Y. Z 
• CALIBRATION CONSTANrs 
• RAW DATA AlI.II.-'. NI,J-'.3 
• 
CONSTRUCT LOOK UP TABLE 
• FREQ· 3 2 X ,04/COUNT X 2RANGE 
• VELOCITY· (FREQ - (BRAGG·MIX) • FRINGE SPACING 
• 
CALCULATE VELOCITIES 
FROM RAW DATA A:'IID LOOK UP TABLE 
t_ 
COMPUTE SIGNAL MOMENTS 
tt. ! uill. tt. ! v(.1. N~ ! whl. ~ t u2hl. rt. ! v2111 
, w2' , , Ni ! (.,. Ni ! uhlvhl. Ni ! uhlwhl. Hi ! vlll.hl 
;; ! u2hlvlll. ~ ! ulll.)hl.;; ! u2hl"zhl 
, w2' Hi ! uhl Ill. Hi ! uhlvhl..,'11 
• STATISTICAL QUANTITIES FROM MOMENTS 
ii. V. W. u 2. v·2 w·2• i7 ;;:;;:-;.;;-: u'u'v .;;:;v. 
u-;;;;. ;-;.;;. ;:;:;;: 
~ 
PLOT HISTOGRAMS 
PLOT NUMBER OF SAMPLES 
FOR EACH COUNT 
t 
I PRINT RESULTS I 
~ POINT? 
PLOT PRC;'ILES OF QUANTITIES 
uNo. v/lJo. wNo. u·21Vo2• v·2/u02 w 2/U02 "U"i'/'Jo2 U';l/ul,. V:;;/Uo2 
Block diaqram tor data reduction program. 
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Fig. 11 Experimental rig. 
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(b) LDV measurements 
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comparison of X-wire and LDV measurements in a 
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